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INTRODUCTION 

 
In late October 2011, the Collingwood Downtown Revitalization Project management committee committed to 
researching the attitudes and opinions of Collingwood residents. A detailed resident survey was conducted to achieve 
these goals and assist in the formation of a strategic plan for the downtown. In order for this strategic plan to be 
successfully adopted and implemented, the Downtown Revitalization guidelines emphasize the importance of including 
residents and providing them with the opportunity to participate in the process of creating Collingwood’s strategic plan. 
The resident survey enabled residents to voice their opinions on the existing business mix and business practices, the 
streetscape, and the events, activities and facilities in the downtown. The input and information collected will be 
extremely valuable towards the development of short and long term goals, core constituents of the strategic plan.  
 

METHOD & RESPONSE RATE 

 
The resident survey was prepared by following Downtown Revitalization guidelines. Survey questions were collected 
from existing surveys that had been completed in pilot communities and modified to better address the issues unique to 
Collingwood.  
 
The resident survey was made available for pick up at the Collingwood Public Library, Town Hall and the Annex Building 
(beside Town Hall) as well as the Leisure Time Centre. Service Clubs such as Rotary and Probus presented the survey to 
its members and made copies available. At each of the above mentioned locations, posters and brochures were 
available which outlined the purpose and importance of participation. (See Illustration A on page 3). 
 
A volunteer spent three separate days handing out the survey and collecting results from residents at the Collingwood 
Eddie Bush Memorial Arena, as well as two evenings at the Collingwood Curling Club. The resident survey was also made 
available online through Fluid Surveys, an online survey software and questionnaire tool.  
Participation in the resident survey was promoted throughout the town using local print media, local radio campaign, 
social media, word-of-mouth and posters. In October, COLLUS (the Town of Collingwood Public Utility provider) printed 
an announcement encouraging residents to complete the surveys.  
 
As a token of appreciation for their participation, residents could chose to complete a PIN (Personal Identification 
Number) for a chance to be entered into a draw. In total, 300 respondents provided a PIN for the contest.  
Two winners were randomly drawn (winning codes: LC100666 and JG031086) and rewarded with $100.00 gift baskets 
each. Contents of the prize bags included items purchased from various store in Downtown Collingwood and donations 
were made to the bags by the Town of Collingwood as well. 
 
Due to slow response rates, the deadline was extended several times in order to achieve the required 95% confidence 
interval with +/- 5% margin of error. The extension of the deadline was communicated in the local newspaper and on 
the revised signage at the drop off locations.  The survey was CLOSED on January 30th, 2012 with a final 389 responses. T 
 
NOTE: Certain levels of response bias should be noted as questions may not have been applicable to the sampled demographic of respondents. 
(Example: a 67 year old male respondent may not have answered or skipped the ‘Work’ option in survey question #13, as he may be retired.)  
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Poster / Ads 

Drop Box Sign 

Three fold brochure 
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ANALYSIS 

 
 
 
The results from the Collingwood Resident Survey were tabulated using Fluid Surveys with 293 completed using the on-
line survey software and 96 were completed in hard copy form and manually entered into Fluid Surveys.  
 
The results have been divided into four sections: shopping trends, business environment, downtown features and 
demographics.  
 
Graphs and tables are provided in Appendix A.  
 

ANALYSIS - SUMMARY 

 
SHOPPING TRENDS  
 

Collingwood residents are shopping in the downtown on a regular basis. The majority of respondents are primarily 
visiting Collingwood’s downtown two or more times a week for Shopping (grocery, clothing, gifts, etc.). The majority of 
respondents noted visiting the downtown once a week for Professional services (banking, medical, legal, etc.). The 
majority of respondents visit downtown twice a month for Personal care services (hair salon, aesthetician, etc.). The 
majority of respondents noted visiting the downtown once a month /very rarely or never for Entertainment and 
Recreation activities (theatre, arena and waterfront).  

When given seventeen specific activities and asked how often the respondent typically visits Downtown Collingwood for 
each listed, the majority responded that they visit downtown two or more times a week for groceries, work and quick 
errands.  

There are several reasons residents shop outside of their own community. The three primary reasons identified that 
influence residents to shop elsewhere are; variety of stores, products and services, better prices and store hours. It is 
important to note that there was an option for respondents to include other comments / options regarding why they 
may choose to shop outside of Collingwood’s Downtown. There were 40 responses given with the majority (19 or 46%) 
citing parking (free, affordable, convenient and/or accessible parking) as the reason they may choose to shop elsewhere. 
(see Appendix B) 

Collingwood residents provided their preferences relating to extended store hours. The majority of respondents noted 
they are most likely to use extended hours on Friday after 5pm, followed by Thursday after 5pm. They were least 
supportive of extended hours on Monday and Tuesday after 5pm.  
 
When asked to choose the top three reasons (of a possible 7 reasons) to shop in Collingwood’s downtown, the results 
were as follows; the majority of respondents chose close to home  as the number one reason, followed by support local 
business,  then finally service.  There was an option for respondents to include further comments.  
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Comments made included, “I shop downtown because of the beautiful streetscape”, “because I like walk/shop and visit 
various merchants”. 
 
Twenty categories of services and shopping goods were given and respondents were asked to select two of the given six 
choices regarding their purchasing decision. (Example: When purchasing Sporting goods – what two factors are most 
important to you…Name Brand / Customer Service / Quality / Price / Local Availability / Selection?) Despite the variety 
of product / service categories; price was the number one factor, followed by quality. 
 
 
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT  
 

The majority of respondents strongly agree with the following statements: “I like the look and feel of the downtown”,   
“I feel safe downtown, even at night” and “I try to shop locally whenever possible”.  

The majority of respondents somewhat agree with the six following statements: “businesses downtown sell the 
products/services I need”, “I can get what I need quickly and efficiently”, “prices of products/services in the downtown 
are reasonable” and “parking downtown is convenient and easy to use”.   

 An open-ended question asked what new businesses and services were desired by residents. The majority of 
respondents would like to see more retail clothing options, specifically mentioned was larger chain stores such as 
Winners followed by affordable men’s clothing. Shoe stores were highlighted, followed by a bakery, bookstores and 
restaurants. In the restaurant / food and entertainment categories mentioned, several respondents asked for a 100 Mile 
Market / year round farmer’s market. There were 267 responses to this question. 
 
An open-ended question asked what new types of events, activities or facilities were desired by residents. Three overall 
themes were illustrated through responses, those being; entertainment /events, community outdoor green space area 
and an improved or year round Farmers Market. The majority of respondents mentioned; waterfront events closed 
street festivals and live music as being an integral component to new and existing events. There were 215 responses to 
this question. 
 
The majority of respondents find out about local events, announcement and news via newspaper and word of mouth, 
followed by radio. 
 
When asked to rate the level of community spirit, the majority of respondents feel that at present, the level in 
Collingwood is medium. 
 
 
DOWNTOWN FEATURES  
 
Sixteen downtown features were listed to be rated, eight of which were rated as “excellent” by the majority of 
respondents and ten were rated as “good”.  The two features which showed the highest response in the “fair” and 
“needs improving” categories relate to the business climate, those were: appropriate variety of businesses and number 
of store vacancies/turnover.* 
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Additional comments provided by respondents also included the need for more retail and product variety, enhanced 
streetscapes and sidewalks and that the town is friendly and provides good customer service. It was noted that there is a 
need for more recreational activities, a community space where people could linger, visit and enjoy the outdoors 
without feeling like they have to necessarily make a purchase every time they come downtown. Many of these 
comments came from two very distinct residents: moms with young children and seniors who made comments about 
not having a comfortable green space to enjoy. (see Appendix C & D)  
 
With respect to events and arts and culture there were several comments made about adding more music themed 
events downtown, street dances / celebrations and sidewalk sale type of events. 
 
*Comments made regarding store vacancies / turnover and variety of stores were noted in the responses to the open ended question; “What would 
you consider the most important priority for Downtown Collingwood?”  

 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

 The majority (224 of 374 respondents or 60%) have lived in Collingwood for over 10 years 

 The majority was female (214 of 364 respondents or 59%) 

 The majority were between the ages of 45 – 64 (155 of 367 respondents or 42%) 

 The majority live in a 2 person household (143 of 359 respondents or 40%) 

 The majority fall into the $100,000 annual household income bracket (98 of 275 respondents or 36%) 
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ANALYSIS 

How long have you lived in Collingwood? 

 

What is your gender? 
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What is your age? 

 

 

How many people in total live in your household? 
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What is your household's annual income? 

 

If you were to shop during extended hours, when would you most likely shop? 

Response Chart Percentage Count 

Monday after 5pm   18% 64 

Tuesday after 5pm   16% 56 

Wednesday after 5pm   23% 81 

Thursday after 5pm   46% 159 

Friday after 5pm   53% 185 

Saturday after 5pm   21% 75 

Sunday afternoon   40% 138 

Comments:   21% 74 

 Total Responses 349 

A sample of comments included the following themes / categories: 

any day after 5pm 

usually shop during daytime 

current shop hours are convenient for me 

I don't see the need for extended hours for most of the downtown merchants 
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Definitely need extended hours.  I work out of town. Can't do any shopping during the week downtown 

because the stores are all closed after 5 pm or 6 pm 

Either all of the business are open late or don't do it.  It is too discouraging for the consumer.  We are 

guaranteed that the Malls in Barrie are open late with uniformed hours. 

The downtown merchants need to stay open after 5 for working people & be more consistent with their hours. 

I am retired and although I am usually very busy here in Collingwood I can find the time to make the purchases I 

need. 

During the summer months, Monday to Saturday should have extended shopping hours. 

stores would be better served by opening and closing later 

5:30 pm closing frustrating 

AS someone who works outside the community, it is impossible to shop downtown on weeknights when stores 

close at 5pm.  I have always found this very frustrating, and feel like the downtown businesses are not 

interested in our business because they close at 5pm. 

Collingwood downtown is "dead" starting at 4:59pm across all retailers - the West end and Blue Mtn. villages 

are open until @ least 9pm 

We need better hours for the people who work downtown! By the time I’m finished work - everything is closed. 

Maybe the store should put up a sign that says - we're closed...please shop at Walmart or drive to Barrie 

Not likely to shop after hours - glad businesses shut down. Employees can have family too 

The town seems to close up at night like a ghost town 

It would be wonderful if businesses were open after 5 at least one night per week 
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How do you usually find out about LOCAL events, announcements and news? 

Response Chart Percentage Count 

Newspaper   79% 293 

Flyers   26% 95 

Radio   45% 167 

Word-of-mouth   62% 227 

Facebook   15% 56 

Twitter   2% 6 

Community bulletin boards   11% 42 

Cable TV   6% 23 

Other, please specify:   12% 45 

 Total Responses 369 

A sample of comments (other, please specify) included the following themes / categories: 

 

We don't ... it is not communicated. 

websites - mycollingwood.ca  & the town website as well as magazines - Escarpment, Georgian Life, On the Bay 

online and community magazine 

board and committee participation 

when its over / stumble upon during event 

I don't usually until after event or too close to date to book off 

Community clubs and volunteer groups ie. leisure time, probus and service clubs 

Very poor communication. That's why you always have the same people attend events 

Espresso Post bulletin board; mycollingwood.ca, posters in downtown windows; BIA newsletters 

Chamber of Commerce 

Posters 

from school 
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If you shop in locations other than Collingwood’s downtown, what are the THREE MAIN reasons why? 

 

Response Chart Percentage Count 

I never shop outside of Collingwood's 

downtown 

  2% 6 

Store Hours   41% 153 

Location   13% 48 

Price   57% 213 

Market promotion and advertising   9% 35 

Attractiveness of shopping area   2% 8 

Variety of stores, products and 

services 

  64% 240 

Convenience   19% 71 

Service   5% 18 

Unique shops   20% 74 

Quality   9% 32 

Child/parent activities   2% 7 

Selection   35% 129 

Other, please specify:   10% 39 

 Total Responses 373 

A sample of comments (other, please specify) included the following themes / categories: 

‘Parking’  x 19 comments (including: Free & Accessible Parking / Inconvenience of finding money for parking and 

feeling the need to watch the meter) 

Sports specialty, Costco / More variety - Winners!! Target!!!! 

Sometimes big box stores just have the selection that small businesses can't afford 

Collingwood’s downtown is for tourists / downtown is geared to tourists, older people and rich types- boring 

Affordability 
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only if I can't find it here / purchase is unavailable 

to visit surrounding towns / Just for a day away 

Work outside of Collingwood x2 

wider selection and greater price range and free parking 

Lack of selection for specific needs. “I have to shop at a “Tall" store in Toronto” 

Ease of parking and driving to the store (fewer lights & flow of traffic) 

 
How strongly do you agree / disagree with the following statements? 
(Scale reflects the Majority / Minority) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Strongly 

Agree 

Somewhat 

agree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Strongly Disagree 

Stores in the downtown are 

open when I want to shop 

163 (48%)   22 (6%) 

Businesses downtown sell the 

products/services I need 

 168 (48%)  10 (3%) 

I can get what I need quickly 

and efficiently 

 168 (48%)  17 (5%) 

Prices of products/services in 

the downtown are 

reasonable 

 156 (43%)  25 (7%) 

I like the look and feel of 

downtown 

177 (64%)  5 (2%) 5 (2%) 

I feel safe downtown, even at 

night 

169 (63%)   2 (1%) 

Parking downtown is 

convenient, well marked and 

easy to use 

 163 (47%) 41 (12%)  

I try to shop locally whenever 

possible 

159 (62%)   4 (2%) 

I prefer to shop outside of 

Collingwood’s downtown 

 173 (49%)  46 (13%) 
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(Open question) What new businesses or services would you like to see opened in Collingwood’s Downtown? 
The following table highlights comments from this open ended question and has been arranged by frequency of those 

comments/categories. (Total number of comments – 267) 
 

20 + responses included 10 – 19 responses included Under 10 comments 

Food – bakery, vegetarian, multi-cultural 
(Mexican/Indian), brew pub, pub, 

healthy/fast takeout options 

Bookstore Variety Store 

Farmers Market, 100 Mile style market, 
organic 

Children’s clothing (affordable) Electronics / Computer 
 

Shoe Store(s) – affordable, variety and 
children 

Teens / Tweens clothing (affordable and 
trendy)  

Hardware Store 

Larger big box, national chain stores 
(specifically mentioned: Winners, Old 

Navy, Best Buy and Joe Fresh) 

“affordable stores” this was a general 
comment 

Outdoor Sports Store 

Clothing Stores – Affordable Men’s wear, 
women’s wear – better variety and 

specialty size options 

  

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

(Open question) What new types of events or activities would you like to find in Collingwood’s Downtown? 
The following table highlights comments from this open ended question and has been arranged by frequency of those 

comments/categories. (Total number of comments – 215) 
 

20 + responses included 10 – 19 responses included Under 10 comments 

Free – Community space(s), a park 
downtown, green space, outdoor skating, 

activity centre, playground / rest area 
Public washroom facilities 

Activities for youth and families – free of 
charge 

Arcade, bowling 

Festivals and events – better use of 
waterfront area, street festivals, themed 
and/or seasonal events, live music events 

Year round market, Improved Farmers 
Market 

Shuttle bus to Mountain, free downtown 
trolley 

More benches downtown  Parking (free and / or improved) Sidewalk food vendors 
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(Open question) Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood’s downtown… 

For YOUTH (Total number of comments – 147) 
Summarized in three main categories 

 

Recreation / Entertainment Dedicated ‘Place’ Shopping 

increase ice time, designated skateboard 
and bike areas, affordable option for 

sports (complex or rec centre), a youth 
café (affordable), a park and / or        

green space, culture (live theatre / music) 

A creative space to showcase music / 
artistic talents, a place to gather with    

Wi-Fi capabilities, a place for after school 
learning / mentorship and or 
apprenticeship opportunities 

Affordable and trendy options for clothing 
and footwear, increase option for 

affordable dining and  food, increase store 
hours 

 

 
 

 

 
(Open question) Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood’s downtown… 

For SENIORS (Total number of comments – 131) 
Summarized in three main categories 

 
Social Opportunities Accessibility Lifestyle 

Cultural gathering place, more seating 
(benches), affordable entertainment, a 
garden / park space, a market square, 
more opportunities to be involved in 

community projects 

Improve access to buildings / stores, safer 
pedestrian experience – clear snow banks 

/ improve crosswalks, more dedicated 
parking for people with accessibility 

issues, increase public transit routes / 
schedule 

Promote active healthy lifestyle for 
seniors, offer programs to keep seniors 

mentally and physically healthy – classes 
on healthy cooking, new technology 

training, program that matches youth 
with seniors  

  
 

 

 
(Open question) Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood’s downtown… 

For FAMILIES (Total number of comments – 128) 
Summarized in three main categories 

 
Recreation Events / Programming Affordability 

Playground area, green space, park, drop 
in family centre 

Outdoor skating area, continue 
developing trail system with increased 

accessibility and bike parking downtown, 
live entertainment for the whole family 

Events, shopping and recreation 
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(Open question) Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood’s downtown… 

For OTHER/ANYONE (Total number of comments – 83) 
Summarized in three main categories 

 
Recreation / Events  Accessibility / Transportation Affordability 

A central square / market area, green 
space, park, public washrooms, more 

entertainment, live music and outdoor 
performances downtown, increase hours 

for shopping activities,  

Shuttle bus between the mountain and 
downtown, improve accessibility in winter 
(sidewalks) and into the stores / buildings,  

More affordable housing option 
downtown (second stories?) 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

How would you rate the level of community spirit in Collingwood at present? 

 
 

 

The following appendices (B / C / D) include the comments and responses from the survey which have been separated 

into three documents: PARKING, ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION/PLACEMAKING and BUSINESS MIX/CLIMATE 
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APPENDIX B - PARKING 

The following is taken from the Collingwood Resident Survey. 

(Comments are candid and have not been interpreted in anyway) 

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

 Strongly 

Agree 

Somewhat 

agree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Total 

Parking downtown is 

convenient, well marked 

and easy to use 

130 (38%) 163 (47%) 41 (12%) 52 (15%) 386 

Using the scale provided, please rate the following aspects of Collingwood’s downtown: 

 Excellent Good Fair Needs 

Improvement 

Total 

Number of parking 

spaces/lots 

113 (32%) 166 (47%) 61 (17%) 63 (18%) 303 

Parking signage 109 (32%) 167 (48%) 62 (18%) 33 (10%) 371 

 

If you shop in locations other than Collingwood’s downtown, what are the THREE MAIN reasons why?                          

(Other, please specify) 

# Response 

1. Parking 

5. parking 

6. Free Parking 

8. Free Parking 

11. Parking 

14. Parking--Dwntn Cwood have to constantly watch the meter 

15. Free & Accessible Parking 
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16. Inconvenience of finding money for parking 

19. Free parking 

22. Parking 

23. lots of free parking. 

26. Free parking 

29. better parking 

32. easy, hassle free parking 

33. main reason - free parking 

36. Ease of parking and driving to the store (fewer lights & flow of traffic) 

37. free parking convenient 

39. Parking 

40. hate paying for parking downtown 

 

What NEW types of events, activities or facilities would you like to find in Collingwood’s downtown?  

# Response 

29. more bike parking 

30. anything involving NO Cars 

42. Free parking 

67. individual parking meters 

72. Free parking again. Why would I pay for parking when I can get the same things  at malls and park for 

free. 

87. Free parking after 5 and on weekends 

155. Free parking 

176. free parking 

208. FREE PARKING 

209. better parking - "no charge" lot / limited hours 
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Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood's downtown.                                                                

For seniors in the community 

# Response 

12. better parking meter system - too hard in the winter to climb snowbanks to get to electronic meter 

system then make it back to the vehicle and have to climb over the snowbank again to put ticket in the 

car.  Look at the demographics of the Town - if you want the seniors to shop, and they have the bulk of 

the spending money, then make downtown more friendly for them. 

14. I don;t know, I do not do Senior stuff if I need to pay for parking 

47. free parking 

65. more free - accessible parking including leisure time centre 

73. Well serviced 

87. Safer pedestrian routes 

103. when there is a lot of snow and ice - i can not get up and down from the curb safely. the merchants need 

to have safe paths up and down the curbs. To get a parking ticket, then put it in my car means up and 

down the curb 4 times - highly dangerous! for me paid parking is not a good idea for merchants and 

shoppers 

123. more seating - place to stop and rest and better snow removal so they can access the sidewalk from 

parking sopts on Hurontario (very few merchants shovel in front of their parking spots) 

 

Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood's downtown.                                                  

For families  

# Response 

7. Free parking 

10. Convenient parking for mothers with little ones and for people with disabilities 

11. same note about parking - have you tried to climb a snowbank with little kids to get to the parking meter 

and then have to climb over it again to put the ticket in the car? 

Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood's downtown.                                      

For other members of our community (please specify) 

# Response 

6. bike routes? bike parking? 

7. Hockey players should be required to park in large lots, not on the street. You can't even stop at the ATM 

to get some cash because they take up the whole block. Businesses suffer because of this. I won't shop 
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downtown when hockey is taking up the parking. 

23. ensure accessible entrances as much as possible; lack of obstacles on sidewlaks; clean sidewalks and curbs 

for access 

39. Bikes on the road 

41. We were told there would be more parking at the new library - but there is not! It is vertually impossible 

to park at the library 

58. STORES SHOULD BE OPEN LATER. 

AND PARKING SHOULD BE  FREE ON HURONTAIO AND CHARGE FEE IN PARKING LOTS 

68. Anyone - we do not like at all to pay for parking 

73. accessibility, wheelchairs, handicapped parking 

78. Easier to access, low cost parking!!  see below 

80. Lower Parking Rates 

What do you feel is most important to improve in Collingwood's downtown?   

# Response 

6. Storefront/office appearances 

Less stringent parking rules 

Discouraging low-end merchant establishments 

Greater orientation to culture 

Incentives for good restaurants 

8. Keeping the banks, arena and restaurants we have plus more shows/plays at the Gayety theatre. Parking 

should be free on Hurontario St - with the 2 hour limit - and free everywhere downtown after 6pm and 

on Sunday. The new lighting is not bright enough at night. Cyclists are still riding on the sidewalks of 

Hurontario St and aren't courteous to pedestrians. The canned music isn't necessary - except during Elvis 

Festival and perhaps some Christmas music in December. In general I love the downtown  

10. Paying for parking on meters 24/7 is ridiculous and does stop us from going downtown in case we run 

out of time (especially on a Sunday when we go for Sunday breakfast and have to wait for a table 

sometimes for longer than we anticipated). We need to be able to "tap" the people who go up to Blue 

Mountain and encourage them to visit our town.  If a bypass goes around Collingwood then I'm afraid 

that the downtown won't stand a chance unless it looks and feels somewhat like Unionville.   I don't 

know what the magic ingredient is for that? 

12. Add recycling/trash recepticles on Pine and St Marie streets 

Stabilize the parking fee system ie charge for parking during normal business hours but otherwise keep it 

free. This would make it more convenient for theater and restaurant goers and make friday night 
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shopping more enticing 

17. Remove parking fees. I often go elsewhere just to avoid parking downtown. Clean up Ste. Marie parking 

lots, highlight entrances to main street. 

 

18. Please resolve the parking issue. It may be appropriate to charge for parking during business hours (to 

discourage downtown workers from parking on the main street during the day); however, charging for 

parking on weekends and weeknights is assinine. Many potential downtown customers are being 

deterred towards First Street businesses, Thornbury and the Blue Mountain village. 

27. fixing the parking - there is never enough parking, you can't pay with debit card, and it impedes the flow 

of traffic (people waiting to get in to spots and also backing out) 

37. I would suggest that Collingwood follow other surounding towns and not charge for parking.  Others 

have been doing it for years and that would lead me to believe it is doable.  I don't feel that it woudl 

have much of a difference for those who believe in walking or biking instead of driving. I would love to 

spend more leisure time in the downtown area with friends and on my own but not when I need to park 

to go window shopping, for a cappachino or a walk.  We have a beautiful town and it would be good to 

showcase it with our friends. 

38. free parking 

restaurant patio's 

41. I'd like free parking and more of it downtown.  I shop at Loblaws and the banks where they have free 

parking. We need more parking and it should be free if you want people to shop downtown. I would love 

to shop downtown more often if the parking was free. 

42. free parking 

43. Free parking areas and putting in meters on Hurontario Street if you insist on continuing to charge 

people to park in the downtown area. 

45. free parking 

46. Keep the shop fronts looking great. Keep the variety and quality of shops. Keep parking fees to a 

mminimum. 

47. I really liked free parking on the main street; have hardly been since we have to pay - kind of a pain to 

get out of the car, put the ticket in, guess how long you are going to be.....  So my answer would be to 

bring back free parking!!!!! 

49. free parking 

50. Parking is very difficult at times. 

51. Parking is cumbersome and expensive!! Provide free parking, at least on the streets and perhaps keep 

paid parking in the lots. I would like to shop more downtown but it's an aggravation with the parking the 
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way it is. 

57. 2-story parking garage behind the Arlington. Downtown workers should not park on the main street. 

Start thinking of the downtown as a people place and create a destination where folks enjoy gathering 

and spending time. more goods for sale on the sidewalk....stores are not inviting and open as they are in 

a Mall. 

58. Parking. Charging for parking outside of regular business hours simply does not make sense. 

59. Without a doubt the Parking is the number one thing that needs to be improved. There should be 2 hr 

free parking on the streets and free parking in the Municipal Lots. The Downtown has to compete with 

the malls which have free parking. Get rid of all of the ByLaw Enforcement staff who are handing out 

tickets and make parking free !This is also a tourist town and parking should be free ! 

71. Move the Arena, install parking and a public park where the Eddie bush currently sits. Make a nice 

fountain and park area for people to sit and relax.  Use the back part that backs on to St.Marie street to 

extend the parking. Fix the screw up that happened to the downtown during the make over 2 years ago 

and make the traffic flow properly in the downtown.  Start by putting proper turning lanes at the stop 

lights and getting ride of those planters so traffic does back up. 

75. more parking and store hours have to change. 

80. More accessible parking during snow season. Very annoying to climb snowbanks twice to feed the 

meter. Difficult to shop with elderly family members because the snowbanks are hard for them to 

manage or it means a long (tiring) walk around them. 

82. Giving those store fronts that have not had a facelift some sort of incentive to do so; revisiting the 2 hrs 

free parking or finding a way for stores to validate an hour free parking with a purchase. 

85. don't have paid parking 

88. More public events to draw in people and ways to showcase our uniqiue stores and services 

89. individual parking meters 

90. Stop changing the rules on metered parking. 

94. Traffic flow, the new bump outs block traffic all the time and free parking 

98. Free Parking in Lots only 

99. I personally do not drive downtown, but I think parking is a major issue for people who do. 

100. Parking 

101. traffic & parking 

102. I would like to see the Hurontario entrance to the arena relocated and parking for hockey etc rerouted 

to the back lot. The downtown is beautiful but has a sterile feeling. Anything that puts some life and 

animation into it would be an improvement. I also feel that closing off portions at certain times to 

pedestrian traffic would be good and would get the many and dangerous bicycles off of the sidewalks. 
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(Would like to see enforcement of the bicycle bylaw improved. Carolling, performance art, food that can 

be purchased without sitting down and all year around, contests that require participation such as local 

artists creating street art, local artisans doing the ice sculptures over a weekend rather than putting up a 

display brought in from elsewhere. Anything that requires local participation in the creation as oposed 

to a display provided already done. 

103. Free parking 

114. Free parking, not only for the shoppers, but mainly to help the stores in the downtown. 

118. parking 

119. The Back Alleys and parking lots are often Dump Zones for stores and should be cleaned up a little. 

120. Hurontario Street is too congested with vehicle traffic. Very unsafe for cyclists (and pedestrians at times 

- especially at intersections and crosswalks). It's ridiculous that pedestrians are expected to yield to 

vehicles at 'crosswalks' along Hurontario Street. Doesn't make for a vibrant, welcoming downtown. 

122. Parking on Hurontario Street. You should never have to back out into traffic. Protection during bad 

weather and sun protection in the summer (ie awnings). 

124. free parking 

125. no-charge parking 

spaces to loiter 

accessibility for active transportaion methods - bike lanes and safe passage on downtown streets 

130. Allow overnight parking in the municipal lots. If people come downtown to a restaurant or bar - have a 

few too many drinks - and decide to take a ride or taxi home (the right thing to do)then they need a 

place to safely leave their car where it will not be ticketed or towed. Simply designate an area of each lot 

(Pine Street in particular)for overnight parking. 

132. More bike lanes, free parking, seats for seniors 

135. - Get rid of loitering/drug dealers 

- No smoking zone 

- Bus service to Wasaga Beach and Blue Mountain 

- Enforce no parking on boulevards or yards of downtown residential properties 

- Monthly parking street passes for residents 

136. Paid parking should only be during peak times - not 24/7 

138. PARKING!!!  

Should be free during business hours to encourage patrons to use businesses, services (instead of free 

evenings and weekends), mall and walmart are free 

145. Free parking may help draw people to the downtown and those already coming downtown may stay 

longer if they are not worried about parking 

146. - Eliminate parking charges.  

- Extended open hours. Think Aspen, Colorado. They have a main street and mountain like ours only 
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bigger. What they do: 1)Shops open @11:45am and 2)stay open to 10 or 11pm. 3)Shuttle service 

between mountain and downtown 

147. New rink, more parking (free) 

149. Parking 

153. Parking, it's much too expensive and ridiculous 

173. I would love to see the parking fee removed during evenings and weekends, and strictly enforced during 

business hours. I would also love to see new businesses fill the vacant downtown stores. 

178. Parking is not the issue and if it is it is easily overcome 

184. Parking. Free parking is great for attracting people to shop... but can easily be abused by those who 

work downtown as well as those who are using the arena. Paid parking seems reasonable but only if 

more user-friendly; please bring back the coin meters at each parking space. 

188. parking 

189. Free parking by resolving excuses why it is not done 

BIA get act together re consistent opening and closing hours 

194. PARKING FREE-STORES OPEB LATER, MORE STORES TO SHOP 

202. I hate to say it, parking, paid parking, regardless of the rate, is a real disincentive for me to bother going 

downtown, and I actual make other choices.  It is not the rate that matters, mearly the hassel and 

principle. 

205. Parking should be free 

206. Stop charging for parking 

207. Get rid of the paid parking 

Tear down the Mountain view hotel and put in a parking lot and restaurant upstairs 

216. All of the stores need to follow the same mandate with respect to consistent hours or even common 

hours. Some are open some are closed, so I don't bother going. Parking should be free always, I do not 

have to pay in the Walmart Parking lot, the Zellers parking lots or anywhere else except downtown. Why 

would I pay to shop in someone's store? really? 

220. Contact store owners when there are going to be major changes that affect them and their business. 

Listen to their opinions so that information can be collected from their point of view whether the 

change will really be useful to them or just be a pain in the neck - or worse, cause their business to 

suffer. Amount of parking spaces available coulb be better 

223. More selection of shops, especially food. Free parking. 

224. parking is problematic....not enough spaces overall! 

the new parking meters are not user friendly...esp. in winter with large snow banks.  They are very 

inconvenient.  I much preferred the individual meters at each spot. 
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I would support a once yearly pre-paid parking permit to be used downtown. 

230. free parking at night and on weekends - free parking at night during extended shopping hours 

233. free parking, close street for outdoor eating etc on summer evenings 1 night per week 

234. better parking 

235. remove the parking meters. it is very inconvenient and becomes a factor in choosing not to shop 

downtown. Surrounding towns have free parking and i end up going there to shop. Thornbury, Meaford, 

Creemore rather than Collingwood 

236. free parking 

242. Signage for picking up parking slips from boxes (tourists say they dont see any) 

243. cut down the cost of parking in downtown - 24 hrs / day is ridiculous (other towns - Midland gives 2 

hours free_ we like how they do it for the residents and the visitors 

245. parking should be NO charge 

247. Parking meters abolished 

248. more parking in parking lot(s) and on main street 

249. Get rid of those parking machines where you have to get a ticket and then go back to your car. the slot 

machines are much more convenient 

264. hours of operation and parking 

265. advertised specials that attract people local people downtown. Better prices,not prices geared for 

tourists.More local activities for people, not just Elvis.The new downtown improvement is terrible,How 

wide do we really need our sidewalks,parking is terrible,dangerous.Now you are asking us? 

269. Free parking, and more of it. I find it riduculous that as a local in a town the size of Collingwood I have to 

pay or risk a ticket to support our local businesses. Espcially in the off seasons. 

271. Parking, parking, parking:  The parking set-up on Hurontario and the lots is very annoying. In bad 

weather/rain, trekking over snow banks/ice to get a ticket & take it back to the car is very off-putting.  I 

go to other locations in town bacause of this.  Also, tourists could easily miss the signs re finding a box to 

get a parking slip and then end up with a ticket.   

If the Town INSISTS on charging for parking on the main street & lots, then put in individual meters to 

make it more convenient to pay to shop and spend my money in this little town. 

273. Deal with the parking - give us a community 'place - park - square" downtown so events are all focused 

and people always know where to go! 

277. Free parking 

279. Get rid of pay parking - it inhibits people from going down to run quick errands during the week. 

280. Provide free parking for 2 hours. Today in order to shop downtown I had to get out of my car in the rain 

put money in the ticket machine go back to my car to put the ticket in the car, I'm still in the rain!! and 
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then go to get photocopies made. You are driving people out of downtown by charging for parking. 

281. a little parkette - covered. more seating for people to sit, rest chat, fresh air, sade to watch the world go 

by. not a restaurant - just a place to meet friends and make new ones (no membership fees!) without 

having to buy something to sit together! 

282. cars between 1st and 3rd or 4th St. with improved accomodation for bikes / scooters / walker use 

parking in this area 

 What would you consider the most important priority for Downtown Collingwood?   

# Response 

9. Parking meters and angle parking. 

Do up the Gayety Theatre, it's a mess.  Have more cultural activities available for the community, not 

just art shows. 

16. Parking. It's the number one reason not to shop downtown. Possibly label businesses from the parking 

lots off the main street (ie Ste. Marie/Pine) 

31. Free 2 hour parking!!!! 

32. The parking issue is HUGE! 1) Lack of availability 2) Total lack of convenience: I really don't mind paying 

for parking when it's fast and easy. It's not. I don't think that whoevere designed the "super-box-ticket-

dispenser" took into consideration our aging population, those who have mobility restrictions... and 

there will be more and more! Going from the car to the box (figuring out the machine) then back to the 

car. Not happening. These people will park at Walmart or Zellers, park by the door and get a cart. 

Downtown Collingwood has successfully aleniated this large segment. 

37. Make quicker decisions on issues.  The Admiral fiasco is not only an embarassment but a great way to 

scare off builders in the future.... and why is the abandonned school on 6th street still boarded up? 

38. more different retail and restaurants 

39. pass a no ''U'' turn by-law 

40. Filling the empty stores and fixing some of the seedier store fronts.  Some of the storefronts and 

windows are beautiful while others definitely could use some sprucing up. 

41. parking 

42. Parking as above and more medium-priced merchandise. 

49. Parking; Revitalization 

52. Free two hour parking. 

56. Parking fees and enforcement. Speed up construction at corner of Hume and Hurontario. The hole in the 

ground has been such an eye sore for so long. 
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84. prompt and complete snow removal 

free parking at the library (too few spaces) 

90. increase parking, better signage for visitors, public washrooms, free parking in the business/heritage 

area. 

91. Free parking.  The Town is charging people to spend their money in the shops downtown. In trying to 

make the downtown pedestrian friendly they have made it vehicle unfriendly and people use vehicles if 

the weather is bad or if they live a distance from downtown . 

124. Parking 

130. Keeping people on the street; the downtown already serves as a quite attractive community asset. The 

most important thing is to ensure that the shops are as variant as the demographic that uses them. 

There should be more shops that cater to youth and to young adults, without deterring from the 

attraction of the downtown for the retirement community, whom potentially have the most opportunity 

for using the space (general operating times etc.). If a variety of uses were available for different age 

groups, the downtown could become the life of Collingwood, as it should be.  If some services could be 

located in the downtown district and cater to after-5pm patrons, then people would always have a 

reason to be in the area.  Perhaps a pedestrian street along pine street that provided a variety of unique 

of reteraunts, lounges, or bars, etc., could be a way to have 24 hour persence on the streets, giving life 

to the  downtown area. 

131. All things considered, we tend to shop outside the downtown core because we can park for free 

(WalMart, plazas, Home Depot, shops at Blue Mountain, etc). 

146. Remove parking costs. Open hours and venue promotions - always be promoting a "wow factor." 

149. Parking 

157. Flow 

158. Parking and traffic flow 

166. Getting people downtown (waive the parking fee!) 

171. TO SUCCEED, THE DOWNTOWN CORE NEEDS PEOPLE (CUSTOMERS)! BRING PEOPLE INTO THE 

DOWNTOWN CORE. BUILD THE ADMIRAL COLLINGWOOD BUILDING. IMPROVE BIKE PATHS INTO THE 

DOWNTOWN CORE (RIGHT DOWNTOWN). SET UP PARKING AREAS FOR BIKES. IMPROVE AUTO 

PARKING. IT IS SO EASY TO GET INTO CTC, WALMART, HOME DEPOT, ETC., AND PARK FREE, WHY 

WOULD YOU DRIVE DOWNTOWN, STRUGGLE TO FIND A PARKING SPOT AND PAY? 

200. Free parking. Hurontario st. only. For customers only. Not staff. 

202. Parking - stop charging. Free parking 

205. Parking/Customer service 

210. Too little too late, but remove the parking fees, establish a bylaw within the BIA that the stores must 

follow the same common open/close procedures to encourage shoppers (all malls have policies that the 

stores must adhere to after all this is not "let's play store in Collingwood" they really should be open to 
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attract customers. 

215. Parking availability 

216. Parking availability 

217. Bike lanes and places to park bikes!!! 

219. Parking 

221. Keeping parking available so residents can shop without fear of receiving parking tickets and reasonable 

pricing in stores and restaurants. 

226. free parking 

228. keep downtown attractive - add store selections (quality but not too high end) add a cafe, remove paid 

parking 

230. get rid of the parking meters 

232. Decrease Parking fees as well as hours 

234. free parking 

235. free parking - or atbest, an affordable parking pass (monthly or annual rate) 

237. Parking meters abolished 

238. free parking 

239. better parking 

251. Parking, traffic flow 

258. PARKING and a better variety of mid-priced retailers. 

266. Provide free parking! 

267. somewhere to park a car without a meter 

269. Better parking arrangement - it is very scary and dangerous backing out of angled parking on Hurontario 

Street. 

Free parking would be nice. 

If you have any other comments regarding Collingwood's downtown, please list them below:  

# Response 

2. A park area on hurontario street for activities would be nice.  

 

please stop doing things for the tourists.... what about focusing on the people who live here for a 

change. 
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11. Please fix parking situation! I understand that the previous town council made the decision to revamp 

the main street, but what was wrong with it before? The angled parking now makes it unsafe and nearly 

impossible to turn into the opposite lane and maintenance issues have risen from the new sidewalks.  

The "sort of crosswalks" don't make sense either. If it looks like a crosswalk to both pedestrians and 

drivers then it is a crosswalk. Just because signs have been put in doesn't mean that people will always 

read them. Someone could get hurt.  

Make the parking free. It simply does not make sense to charge for parking outside of regular business 

hours. 

14. I always contemplated the magnificent views of the  Collingwood shipyards, it is sad that this has been 

blocked by condos. 

Reinforce=parking control by-law (St. Mary St & Hume St.) 

Love to see community garden in downtown (various location in town) 

20. Collingwood council has to do something about the paid parking on the main street. I will go to the mall 

before going downtown because there is no charge to park. 

The public have the impression that the majority of BIA members are unhappy about way the BIA area is 

managed. As mentioned often in the news. 

24. Many other communities within driving distance from my homed have more selection of large stores 

and better selections of stores at Malls where parking is free.  Many communities in this area have 

removed parking meters etc.  I will continue to avoid the downtown businesses until there is free 

parking and I will only pay for parking when I have NO choice. 

27. Absolutely loved the Thanksgiving and Halloween decorations. Large sidewalks and street benches really 

promote strolling down Hurontonia. The summer market was nice. Paying for parking every time we 

need to go to the dentist or pick up the slightest thing is unappealing. 

33. The downtown has a self-centred, drive-thru mindset. Drive by...park your car out front just long enough 

to by something from me...and move on. The downtown has to become focused on creating itself as a 

destination where people come to spend the day or a good part of it. The downtown needs to be open 

for business in the evening, after supper. Shops have to more transparent. Interiors are dark and 

intimidating. This is a space-design, architectural issue that needs addressing. 

34. Collingwood certainly is a great place to grow up and live - we all know that, but there are a few things 

that we can still improve upon. Speed up construction at Hume and Hurontario, get rid of after-hours 

parking fees, continue to constantly improve the look and feel of downtown. (Orangeville has a very 

simiilar main street to Collingwood's. Look to them for inspiration - fountains, greenscape, etc.) 

39. traffic flow is slow some times because there are not any right turn lanes..too much waste of space on 

corners which must make it difficult to plow in winters and signs stating no u turns for getting spot on 

other side of the road..parking spaces were very much reduced over the last year so finding spots is now 

harder 

40. Parking meters need to be able to take credit cards and toonies!!! 

44. park benches on streets should face the street, not the store - people want to watch the traffic and 

people, not a storefront. should have more seating opportunities. should host more street events that 
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attract people downtown. should be a more obvious and friendly link to the waters edge.should have an 

aggressive, positive marketing plan with activities similar to the Blue Mountain Village association. with 

BMVA you actuall feel as if they want your company and money. right now, downtown cwood seems as 

if collectively they dont care and are comfortable doing business as usual ... which really could do with 

improving. 

59. We do some shopping at Shoppers Drugmart and we are happy they moved to First St so now we can 

get there easily and park for free. 

66. Parking .... having to pay.  I actually didn't go into a store the other day after I had parked because I 

didn't have any change in my purse ... I had just donated it all at the grocery store to a charity that was 

fundraising. I was afraid of getting a ticket.  I find myself in that situation often ... no change ... and as a 

result I decide not to shop downtown. It's not that I mind paying it's just that it turns out to be incredibly 

inconvenient. 

67. climbing over snow to get from one's car to the sidewalk is dangerous and difficult 

68. angle parking be eliminated.parallel only. food cart merchants be allowed. a centre median down the 

centre of hurontario as a green area. maybe could have some rest areas for shoppers in green area. 

could be cast iron benches bolted down so no one will steal it. the bistro tables-chairs could be like this 

too. plastic tables and chairs does not cut it. 

81. In the questionnaire there is a question about the convenience of parking for cars, but no reference to 

convenience for people who wish to use public transit or cycle into the downtown area. 

89. Parking is ridiculous - I understand paying, but to put in the machines and not take debit/credit is 

foolish. The metres should have stayed if it was to be cash only. More convenient near the car for 

seniors or parents of small children. Residents should be able to purchase yearly passes. 

96. With 10 retailers gone from the main street and the crippling paralysis surrounding the admiral cwd. 

lake @hume and hurontario - not good.  

When the Eddie Bush arena comes to closing (after new dbl. rinks open @ rear of curling rink) then copy 

Huntsville Town Hall and theatre convention build. Look how they have totally revitalized their 

downtown.  

So: 1)combine Collingwood townhall with rebuilt 105 Hurontario attached & arena attached. 2)use Eddie 

Bush arena space to be integrated with new reno. for theatre/convention etc. 3)Create a St. Lawrence 

market (TO) Granville Island type market place in 50-60% of current arena facing St. Marie street. 4)Build 

3 or 4 story econo (fee based) tied in with merchants, parking edifice behind the Arlington shops. All of 

the above integrated 2-3yr. Town Centre/Hub of activity (centre). 

Get on the visiting bus tour circuit. Attendance and exhibit at Motor Coach Association conventions 

(twice/year) where decisions are made about which towns to visit. 

97. It's beneficial, but needs to become more diverse. Free parking would be beneficial. 

98. The downtown is very appealing overall. Now the decision of who specifically do we want to appeal to - 

resident or visitor. Both, how do we keep residents coming in regularly and visitors coming to visit  is our 

objective. Can local businesses partner or piggy back with the big box stores? 
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Parking is my pet peeve, I'd rather pay $50 on my taxes and get my residents parking pass than 

constantly fiddle for coins. 

104. Like the buskers. Should allow them to play more often. Arena needed. Pool needed. Free parking on 

weekends. 

109. BUS SERVICE SHOULD LINK DOWNTOWN COLLINGWOOD TO THE VILLAGE AT BLUE MOUNTAIN. THIS 

WOULD BRING TOURISTS AND CONDO OWNERS A CONVENIENT WAY TO SHOP IN TOWN, AND OTHERS, 

LIVING OR VISITING IN COLLINGWOOD, A CONVENIENT WAY TO THE MOUNTAIN. IT WOULD ALSO HELP 

STUDENTS TRAVEL TO THE MOUNTAIN AFTER SCHOOL. 

 

WITH THE IMPROVEMENTS OF HIGHWAY 26 TO THE EAST, THERE SHOULD BE A TRUCK ROUTE PAST 

COLLINGWOOD TO KEEP LARGE TRUCKS OUT OF THE DOWNTOWN CORE. THEY DO NOT HELP OUR 

LOCAL BUSINESSES AND THEY DO NOT ADD TO THE NEW ENVIRONMENT THAT WE HAVE BUILT. LARGE 

TRUCKS AND NOT STOPPING IN THE DOWNTOWN AREA...WHERE WOULD THEY PARK? THEY ARE JUST 

PASSING THROUGH, CONGESTING TRAFFIC. AND THEY ARE DANGEROUS. A MAJOR ACCIDENT WITH A 

TANKER OR OTHER LARGE TRUCK COULD BE A DISASTER. 

TALK TO YOUR FIRE CHIEF! 

111. I think that the paid parking turns people away from shopping downtown. In the past, I worked at 

different stores on the main street and that was always a complaint. They would refer to Thornbury, 

Meaford and Stayner that have free parking. 

114. Keep the arena downtown.  Closing this would be a mistake as the facility attracts locals and visitors 

seven days a week throughout the year.  Put parking metres back on the main street if you need to 

charge for parking.  It's easier.  Attract a couple of larger chain stores to go along with the boutique 

shops.  A chapters store for example would be a nice addition to the downtown.  A Staples would have 

been good downtown. 

133. Please demo Mountainview Hotel - build tiered parking and perhaps restaurant on top of parking 

building 

135. Get rid of paid parking 

142. Collingwood must have the widest most expansive sidewalks of any small town in Ontario (or Canada for 

that matter) Since the City planners neglected to ensure a proper bicycle lane as part of the downtown 

"improvement" (which makes little sense, given there are bike racks) WHY cannot the pedestrians share 

the sidewalk? A special lane can define the area where bikes are permitted. all this acrimony twixt bikers 

and pedestrians is totally unecessary - the sidewalks can readily accomodate both. 

 

145. -clothing stores in the downtown area are expensive therefore I shop in Barrie. 

-Lots of times when I want to access stores in Collingwood, they're already closed. 

-High turnover of small business in the downtown area due to expensive rents 

-I avoid downtown on Saturdays because of traffic congestion and difficulty in finding parking  

-I enjoyed shopping at Cotton Ginny, closed now 

-too many stores that are empty 
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149. free parking! 

151. Please - SAFE pathways up and down curbs. Sometimes I have to walk a long way in the coldwind behind 

parked cars on main street to find a safe path up and down the curb 

152. when we first moved to Collingwood we tried to support the businesses but the hassle of meters and 

the lack of reasonably priced clothing has caused us to shop elsewhere. we do walk through the 

downtown several times per week and we buy what we can and are able to carry home. the downtown 

is very inviting except in front of Tim Horton's where at times you have to weave your way through the 

smokers and hold your breathe until you are well past them because of the smoke. 

161. With all due respect, these surveys have been done many times over the last three decades and little 

ever seems to come from them because many business owners are, by their nature, independant and 

don't appear to want to align themselves for the sake of the greater good. Look at the politics in the BIA 

and between the BIA/Town for prime examples.  I have yet to see a single bold or dramatic change 

outside of beautification occur.  A pretty downtown is great but in the end, it's not enough to get people 

to go downtown.  The first thing you should do is choose a dozen vibrant downtowns and then go and 

analyze them - Huntsville, Elora, St. Jacobs, Niagara-On-The-Lake, Chatanooga Tennesee... most have 

lots of small stores with lots of product mix, giftware, unique boutiques,lots of trees, benches, cafes, 

walkability, architectural interest, etc.  The truth is that 22,000 people cannot support our downtown 

and the visitors are essential yet we do little to attract their attention.  I often here tourists say that our 

downtown is not worth visiting because it is boring - I think that is principally becasue we lack an 

interesting and diversified retail mix.  It needs to be more eclectic and varied.  We can't compete with 

big box stores so boutiques, even if a bit higher end in some cases, are the way to go.  Cheap goods can 

be found in the west end.  We also need to limit the square footage devoted to banks, financial planners 

and other services that are traditionally 9-5, geared to locals only and do nothing to make our 

downtown more interesting.  We also hear complaints about parking.  I don;t think we should be looking 

at free parking as it only drives mroe cars downtown which is not healthy - we need bodies.  Why not 

have a continual shuttle that circles the 5 blocks or so every ten minutes with a drop off in every block?  

Merchants could advertise on the trolley, there could be animation on it, music, buskers and fun stuff.  

Have it pick-up at parking lots off the main street and maybe even create a new lot just for that purpose.  

Lots of idea but in truth, limited motivation I think to do anything like this. 

163. parking meters are a pain, it often takes longer to walk to the meter, pay and go back to the car then it 

does to run the errand in the first place, horrible system for anyone disabled or for seniors. Free 

downtown parking may encourage people to spend more time in the downtown "browsing" and 

potentially buying then just getting what they need and leaving, I know I would.  

 

164. I think the most important part of a community is the health of it`s downtown area.  Believe that the 

improvements made downtown look great but feel it was hard on the businesses.  Maybe free parking 

would contribute towards helping bring back customers, lost during the upheaval, back to the 

downtown stores. 

166. Free parking 
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172. It's all about parking, variety of selection and convenience!! 

173. none 

174. get out of the way of progress - less red tape and more support from the Town!! listen to the creative 

ideas that come from engaging youth and community! 

176. Collingwood's downtown is beautiful. You need to fill the vacant shops. The loss of Shoppers Drug was a 

significant blow to downtown. Someone needs to work with national retailers to attract them to the 

main street. Imagination is needed to create the physical space many national retailers need. You can't 

compete for retailers when their clients have to pay for parking. 

180. Free parking for downtown would be good to consider. 
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APPENDIX C - ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION/PLACEMAKING 

The following is taken from the Collingwood Resident Survey. The comments will illustrate several “wants / needs” in 

our downtown which will be useful in developing a more vibrant core in the future. Comments include: walk-ability, 

pedestrian experience, design and use of space downtown as well as animation and events. 

(Comments are candid and have not been interpreted in anyway) 

What NEW types of events, activities or facilities would you like to find in Collingwood’s downtown? 

# Response 

1. Washrooms 

2. Maybe use the ugly old bingo building for a  learning or how to building where people can have a night 

out. 

3. propper live theatre 

7. Entertainment on the Waterfront areas 

11. more sidewalk sales 

12. Entertainment 

13. free child activity ctr 

17. street sales-closing off the street to automobile traffic 

18. craft events, summer or autunm fairs, circus, collingwood mens chef contest , crafters 

contest/quilting/embroidery 

20. 4 season farmers market 

21. Family oriented 

22. Outdoor skating 

25. Annual Arts Festival, Indoor Farmers Market for off-season 

26. better facility for the farmers market; a park in the downtown; better bike parking; 

29. more bike parking 
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30. anything involving NO Cars 

35. family activities 

36. live music 

37. a Saturday night street dance 

39. street festivals would be nice 

47. performance, open street 

48. Outdoor skating rink 

49. Musical classical & pop concerts, require a Community Hall to facilitate activitiees 

50. Extended hours for farmers' market 

51. close off part of the street for side walk cafes 

52. arcade / bowling/ fun things to do 

53. Winterfests, Sales, Small town like hayrides, wine tastings, food tasting events 

54. More in the Classical music field 

55. more bars/night clubs 

56. Need a better theatre. 

57. Multi-cultural/arts/performance space 

59. Night life 

60. summer street sales: long weekends 

66. events geared for seniors (more than just shopping) 

70. Downtown park or event plaza like the Village at Blue. 

71. multi use community centre; 

73. live jazz/music 

74. Summer street fair - close off Hurontario and have the stores and food vendors selling wares and 

walkable food. 

75. KIDS SHORT TERM CARE AND ACTIVITY CENTRE 

76. more outdoor public space (look at the Fram development in Mississauga at the corner of Hurontario 

Street and Lakeshore) 

78. sidewalk food vendors, (street meat type carts) 

79. More music 
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80. music groups playing 

83. small upscale pub 

84. weekly evening entertainment, closing of 2nd to 3rd.  good bands, small cover charge 

85. Year round market 

88. Live music on celebration days and weekends 

93. more music 

94. Eco / Green Fair 

95. Bike lanes - biking downtown is a nightmare - very unsafe. Improved/expanded fitness complex - 

especially a 25-metre swimming pool. More 'street' fairs where hurontario is closed to pedestrian traffic 

only. 

96. we could use a nice public square for events and a gathering space.  Lets get the shipyards public square 

started! 

97. Festivals with hurontario Street open only to pedestrians 

100. outdorr, child-friendly, shaded areas, picnic tables, recreational area 

101. theatre - live and film, music concerts 

102. indoor farmers market, music, cafe street festival, close the roads to cars and open to bikes/pedestrians 

103. sidewalk sales 

105. Venue for Concerts, Pedestrian Street, Community Square/Market Place, land uses with diverse 

operating times (i.e. day/night services), 

108. More benches spaced more evenly from Hume St. to Hwy. 26 and old peir 

111. Summer parade, more street entertainment 

114. More events at the museum - especially with the new waterfront to open. More music or art events to 

get people to go down to the new waterfront 

115. More Summer downtown parties - smaller than "Elvis" 

116. community seasonal events - childrens events - example creemore bia - 

117. Food fests, tie in with major ontario and canada events re grey cup. Winter, Spring, Summer & Fall major 

activity (Elvis) once/quarter 

119. Farmers market on the main st. side street. festivals on the main street 

120. Family oriented 

121. Fix the harbourfront & 4th/Hume - its an eyesore - promote people to walk and spend money 

127. Another arena, also more activities geared to kids and teens 
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129. Restaurant tour - open patio days 

134. outdoor family ice skating, weekend "pedestrian-only" shopping events, "Thursday Night Lights" football 

games 

135. A GOOD FARMERS MARKET THAT IS A MARKET...FOOD! 

137. The outdoor November walk a thon showcasing food, drinks, music, painting, extreme sports! and so on 

138. Community theatre 

140. Fun Stuff for Teenagers thats affordable 

141. Jazz and Blues Festival 

149. MOST FESTIVALS-STORES OPEN LATER 

150. children's programming in town provided by the town, a splash pad 

151. More festivals, all types of music, art displays, unique street food vendors 

152. affordable activities 

154. reggae festival like bracebridge/music show case for youth/ youth center like small wasaga beach/latern 

festial like south hampton/cultural activities other than elvis/ like caribana/ close main street and walk 

only for the markets to be outside/children drama show 

160. more recreation and / or entertainment (music, theatre) maybe bowling 

161. something for the kids 

163. movies 

168. Organic/local food outlets & events 

169. healthy, fast- food lunch spot 

172. Mom's groups, indoor playground, better/more clubs & bars (Moguls is getting out of hand) 

175. Loved the bluegrass you use to have on the mountian. Concert where strret is blocked - other than 

Elvis...maybe a western theme 

177. more music events 

178. something for youth 

181. Sidewalk Sales 

182. more historic tours - like the Gaslight tour which was terrific More use of the community talent such as 

was used for the light standard art banners / wall murals/ ice sculptures / flower bed dispalys Focus on 

group or person of the month 

183. Park gathering, water feature, something that invites people to gather 

184. more animation, greater pedestrian focus, free downtown trolley or shuttle, events and gathering places 
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like they do at the Village eg a big fireplace with chairs in winter, fountain and chairs in summer 

185. get rid of the arena and reate a marketplace in the building 

186. theatre 

187. anything...more special events 

188. Waterfront Activities 

192. children's indoor playground, ceramics, childrens theatre shows 

193. musical bands for kids 

194. family events 

195. indoor playground for children 

196. night life, restaurants 

197. Patio events, artist events 

198. sidewalk sales and events 

199. events for youth 

200. focus on supporting new/small businesses 

201. more focus on music / entertainment! why not USE the arena for yuk yuks / circ de solie type events 

etc...or CLOSE it once the multi-use is completed 

203. more family oriented activities.  Need to improve communication about events 

204. summer festival / celebration 

205. Ribfest, Chilifest (some of the events that only Blue Mountain hosts currently) 

206. HOCKEY RINK, food festival, WINTER CARNIVAL 

207. outdoor music festival (not ELVIS), fair, more street markets in the summer 

211. more events like wakestock 

212. more events and activities 

215. Something geared to teenagers 

 

Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood's downtown.                                                                      

For youth in the community 

# Response 

3. reasonable cost activities 
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4. a recreational facilitiy or a "cafe" youth networking place 

8. arcade games, teenagers  club, creative workshop/classes for special kids 

9. More variety of clothing that is affordable, yet has quality. 

10. Community Youth Center (Multi-Generational w/ Seniors & Families) 

16. more ice surfaces and designated skate board areas 

17. evening social club 

18. low cost or free recreational activities 

23. Recreation, cultural gathering, events 

24. Outdoor skating rink, revamped skatepark, additional arena 

26. A youth fesival would be nice.  One that engages them. 

27. fun things to do / dances for kids / theme nights / music concerts 

30. club activities for teenagers, 

31. activity centres, casual places to meet up 

32. More public support of The Door to encourage the youth to attend. 

33. Affordable youth activities 

35. coffee shop with entertainment/wifi 

55. computer gaming hub 

56. Unique Shops, Services and public spaces 

62. Hamburger joint 

65. More free, group activities for between 8-14 

72. Opportunities to be involved With decision making 

73. activities and programs to keep them involved and away from their spray cans 

75. Park 

76. Arena upgrade; revisit skateboard bylaw 

77. Waterpark, double ice surface, bike jumps, skateboard parks, nice parks for kids 

100. Friday night skating like they did years ago at affordable prices 

103. Somewhere for them to hang out 
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107. a welcoming setting where youth can showcase their talents - musically, artistically etc - a drop in centre 

110. Social spaces and places to hang out 

111. multi-sport facility, additional ice surface 

112. a central park area where there are outdoor programs funded by the town similar to Priovincial parks 

113. places to go that are cheap or free that interest them (game rooms, etc) 

114. open parkland 

116. indoor skate/bike park 

118. place to hang out, place to skateboard, bike, 

119. dont know...a gathering place? 

120. jobs jobs jobs - even part time 

121. community facility 

122. Youth Festival - sidewalk displays, music groups, individuals etc 

123. Water play area 

135. destination places for ice cream or hot chocolate - low cost, short stay, walking distance 

137. we need to ASK the youth what it is that they want to see in our downtown - prehaps just a 'place' to call 

their own? 

138. Activities to keep them occupied 

139. Activities and events that are youth focused and can help with socializing and also with finding work 

142. places we can hangout without gettin in trouble for loittering all the time 

144. more parks 

Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood's downtown.                                                                    

For seniors in the community 

# Response 

9. small park in downtown, newspapers shop, OAS office, various community garden. 

16. keep developing the bike/walking trails 

20. Public washrooms 

22. cultural gathering location, performance 

28. more seating opportunities 
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29. socializing opportunities 

30. some activites in the evening, presently all during the day 

31. casual meeting places, quality learning opportunities 

40. more benches    less bicycles/skateboards on sidewalks 

44. more places to sit and relax 

60. More seats/benches in downtown 

70. Culture events 

71. Parks 

77. More recreational space (ie. soccer etc.) 

81. Community Marketplaces 

82. Walking event days 

85. something to keep seniors active, mentally and physically 

87. Safer pedestrian routes 

98. more larger green space 

101. open parkland 

102. shoes stores, benches in attractive parts of Main street Bocce ball park, gathering place 

110. more community activities including matching elders to young people 

112. Benches 

123. more seating - place to stop and rest and better snow removal so they can access the sidewalk from 

parking sopts on Hurontario (very few merchants shovel in front of their parking spots) 

Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood's downtown.                                                              

For families in the community 

# Response 

8. Playground, mini golfing, big bookstore, services for special kids 

9. park/playground 

14. street fairs and celebrations which include family entertainment 

18. Recreation Facility - accessible for all - even low income 

19. summer events, festivity 
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20. Outdoor skating rink, more greenspace in the downtown 

22. Several are offered.  Good job!  Culture crawls that combine art and music. 

28. recreational activities, bicycle club 

29. Affordable family activities 

30. games area 

33. more free activities or those that charge a nominal fee for participation. Many young families cannot 

afford organized hockey, swimming etc 

35. parks that are more than sports areas. more police activity in these areas 

36. multi-use sports complex 

38. weekend afternoon tech & information get togethers. local activities reports 

44. outdoor gathering area including shade and picnic tables 

45. activity days/events 

52. drop in play group, support or info centre 

53. more kids programs in the evening 

66. Parks 

73. Outdoor family skating in the downtown, more waterfront activities (similar to Northwinds beach) 

91. give us a place to gather that is welcoming - a opublic space / park downtown 

96. Stores with child-friendly areas, events for children (shows, parties etc) 

97. open parkland 

98. centre thats affordable - YMCA too expensive 

99. parking downtown - free 

100. Family friendly entertainment (palys and music) 

101. keep up good work - downtown events 

103. Parking Lot truck picnic / old-fashioned street family hoedown 

104. need more activities for families that perhaps don't ski/skate; community plays etc. 

105. parks 

106. A Park 

123. improved bike access 
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124. parks and places to go 

127. an amusment park 

Please suggest any services or facilities that you feel are needed in Collingwood's downtown.                                                                             

For other members of our community (please specify) 

# Response 

1. Some place for those people to be other than infront of the tim hortons... the language is awful!!! 

2. better access to public telephones 

3. It would be great if the people who own the "trampoline place" on Mountain rd. would move into the 

downtown. They would certainly get more business from the high schools/elementary schools and the 

students would have more to do after school. 

4. for women: we need a special place where to hangout--a community place--and find lots of classes or 

workshops to choice. Single women and mothers need to have a hub in downtown. 

6. bike routes? bike parking? 

8. We need to find a facility or service for those "marginalized" residents of the town where they can 

congregate and not create crowding on sidewalk (ie. outside Tim Hortons's), so that young parents can 

have somewhere to meet friends where their young children do not have to sit in strollers on the main 

street and so that other shoppers (i.e. seniors) are not intimidated by their presence 

9. Teenagers need a place to hangout while playing recreational games as to keep them occupied and off the 

streets! 

15. working people---sidewalk vendors. More action on the street, 

17. concerts / dances 

18. A central facility that would include an eating area, games, such as dominoes etc. Based on a persons 

financial situation. I think more use could be made of the Leisure Time Club in this regard. 

 

22. Improve the Farmers Market by allowing more merchants to participate. More merchants and variety of 

product = more people. 

27. A public bathroom. 

28. make the downtown safer in the evening.police activity needed and not with unmarked cars.people have 

to know they are there. 

36. opportunity for citzens to meet , discuss and together plan for the future of the community 
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43. More green space in downtown area. Lighted neighbourhood ice rinks. Improved tennis facilities. Diving 

board at Centennial pool. More youth recreational programming. 

71. Everybody - public washroom! 

What do you feel is most important to improve in Collingwood's downtown? 

# Response 

2. better signage - where things are located  

i.e. - areana, public washrooms etc. 

20. Some green space would have been nice in the recent reconstruction. 

30. A central public meeting place 

33. Encourage more outdoor dining, hire more buskers on the weekends in nicer weather - add more 

vibrancy to the downtown.  The downtown improvements cleaned up some aspects however the design 

was so bad that there are pavers that have popped up, concrete planters that have been hit by the 

sidewalk ploughs and the benches are all facing the wrong way!  Provide some enticement for 

storeowners to take ownership of the downtown and contribute to the look - clean up their buildings, 

add flower boxes, etc. some storefronts look excellent while others get away with doing nothing.  Having 

absentee owners does not help either.  What about encouraging local farmers to sell their goods outside 

town hall or the federal building during the week - maybe this would encourage us to eat locally and may 

create more traffic downtown... 

63. Closing a section of the street allowing for street cafes, outdoor entertainment and buskers 

65. Seating and Business Directories on Stands. 

71. Move the Arena, install parking and a public park where the Eddie bush currently sits. Make a nice 

fountain and park area for people to sit and relax.  Use the back part that backs on to St.Marie street to 

extend the parking. Fix the screw up that happened to the downtown during the make over 2 years ago 

and make the traffic flow properly in the downtown.  Start by putting proper turning lanes at the stop 

lights and getting ride of those planters so traffic does back up. 

72. improve community gathering spaces for smaller and medium sized events 

83. a freiendship location where all age groups can gather and associate share provide support flo lonely 

people 

95. bicycle paths and  more benches. 

102. I would like to see the Hurontario entrance to the arena relocated and parking for hockey etc rerouted 

to the back lot. The downtown is beautiful but has a sterile feeling. Anything that puts some life and 

animation into it would be an improvement. I also feel that closing off portions at certain times to 

pedestrian traffic would be good and would get the many and dangerous bicycles off of the sidewalks. 

(Would like to see enforcement of the bicycle bylaw improved. Carolling, performance art, food that can 

be purchased without sitting down and all year around, contests that require participation such as local 
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artists creating street art, local artisans doing the ice sculptures over a weekend rather than putting up a 

display brought in from elsewhere. Anything that requires local participation in the creation as oposed to 

a display provided already done. 

119. The Back Alleys and parking lots are often Dump Zones for stores and should be cleaned up a little. 

120. Hurontario Street is too congested with vehicle traffic. Very unsafe for cyclists (and pedestrians at times 

- especially at intersections and crosswalks). It's ridiculous that pedestrians are expected to yield to 

vehicles at 'crosswalks' along Hurontario Street. Doesn't make for a vibrant, welcoming downtown. 

122. Parking on Hurontario Street. You should never have to back out into traffic. Protection during bad 

weather and sun protection in the summer (ie awnings). 

125. no-charge parking 

spaces to loiter 

accessibility for active transportaion methods - bike lanes and safe passage on downtown streets 

126. retain a vibrancy to attract citizens and visitors to downtown - in a sense make the downtown a 

destination for unique events 

140. No hangout spots, more policing 

162. More green space, more pedestrian friendly - yield to pedestrians, not pedestrians yield to cars. Longer 

hours for shops. Better parking 

174. -RETAINING BUSINESSES THAT LOCALS CAN AFFORD 

-ENCOURAGE ACTIVE TRANSPORATION (MORE BIKE RACKS AND AREAS TO FOR SENIORS TO SIT AND 

REST... I REALIZE THIS LEADS TO FOLKS LOITERING THOUGH) 

-INCREASE GREEN SPACE (ESP. TREES FOR SHADE)AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE 

-WATER FOUNTAINS AT A LOWER HEIGHT FOR DOGS 

-LOWER THE COST TO ENTER A BOOTH IN THE COLLINGWOOD FARMER'S MARKET OR PROVIDE SOME 

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS TO IT 

-ABSOLUTELY SWITCH FROM ROCK SALT TO AN ENVIRO-MELT!!! 

-ENCOURAGE STORE OWNERS TO FIX-UP THE BACKENDS OF THEIR BUILDINGS... PRETTY TRASHY 

LOOKING FROM STE. MARIE STREET 

176. Stop emphasizing aesthetics and look at services to working and other less affluent residents 

183. listening to the people's opinions 

186. litter cleanup 

190. Getting better placed sidewalks for pedestrians. 

192. Catering to the resident that doesn't make $100k plus per year. 

246. more special highly visible events to attract appreciative people (eg. the ice sculptures, street 

decorations (seasonal), buskers, live music (same as at the Station). Special Theme days (eg. "silly cycles" 

- decorate bicycles competition, clown capers, Haunted Alleys, scavenger hunt etc) Parade of pets, 

Birthday babes - choose a date at random for a special deal at a shop 
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273. Deal with the parking - give us a community 'place - park - square" downtown so events are all focused 

and people always know where to go! 

281. a little parkette - covered. more seating for people to sit, rest chat, fresh air, sade to watch the world go 

by. not a restaurant - just a place to meet friends and make new ones (no membership fees!) without 

having to buy something to sit together! 

284. make it better for adults and young adults to go and hangout and shop, having it more for older people 

or married couples isn't fair to the number of kids and teenagers who live here. 

 

What would you consider the most important priority for Downtown Collingwood? 

# Response 

12. continuing with the Farmer's Markets 

55. More pedestrian-based activities. Develop cultural events that are fun, interactive and attractive. 

Encourage bicycles and e-bikes. More sidewalk vendors of different types and different price points. A 

deeper mix of reasons for people to come downtown equals more people, more interaction, more fun, 

more enjoyment and more business. 

61. Making sure that the sidewalks are made level to prevent large puddles during heavy rainfall. 

 

69. Keep the storefronts active and full, find a creative way for the local businesses to market their products 

(i.e. street sales/markets) 

70. Atractions for all ages.  To be more sustainable we need to appeal to all age groups.  The downtown is 

getting a little "old". We only appeal to the tourist.  Some of us live here all year round. The historical 

colours need to be broadend so that its not so dark and gloomy looking. But fun and colourful and 

happy. 

82. Create more events and atmosphere to bring people into the Downtown district. 

95. Maintain the beauty of the area that will attract more merchants 

116. What ever is done should have an enviromental impact in mind. We should be leaders in greening our 

town, community Gardens, suporting local products and services as well as food. 

118. Lets get people spending more time in the DOwntown.  Program more events there.  The Town needs to 

create some public spaces to be used for gathering space to make the downtown more vibrant.  Draw 

people downtown and the businesses will thrive. 
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121. keep it relevant  

do not over intensify 

quaint is good 

130. Keeping people on the street; the downtown already serves as a quite attractive community asset. The 

most important thing is to ensure that the shops are as variant as the demographic that uses them. 

There should be more shops that cater to youth and to young adults, without deterring from the 

attraction of the downtown for the retirement community, whom potentially have the most opportunity 

for using the space (general operating times etc.). If a variety of uses were available for different age 

groups, the downtown could become the life of Collingwood, as it should be.  If some services could be 

located in the downtown district and cater to after-5pm patrons, then people would always have a 

reason to be in the area.  Perhaps a pedestrian street along pine street that provided a variety of unique 

of reteraunts, lounges, or bars, etc., could be a way to have 24 hour persence on the streets, giving life 

to the  downtown area. 

141. Develop an entertainment district feel to attract locals and visitors 

199. Find community events, beyond Elvis, which actually engage the town, close main street, make it 

pedestrian, get some pubs and night life going, make the community open, and make the harbour part 

of it.  Such a shame to see those condos go up, so much potentail to involve the water front in the 

downtown. 

268. improved energy and atmosphere with outdoor cafes, buskers that includes "welcomers" sale vendors 

from stores on street 

If you have any other comments regarding Collingwood's downtown, please list them below: 

# Response 

2. A park area on hurontario street for activities would be nice.  

 

please stop doing things for the tourists.... what about focusing on the people who live here for a 

change. 

3. why are the benches facing the wrong way? And if all things are equal - why is there not a planter in the 

middle block like the other two? 

14. I always contemplated the magnificent views of the  Collingwood shipyards, it is sad that this has been 

blocked by condos. 

Reinforce=parking control by-law (St. Mary St & Hume St.) 

Love to see community garden in downtown (various location in town) 

18. I would like to see a "market lane" on a 1 or 2 block radius downtown.  Have you ever been to the 

Church Street Market in Burlington, Vermont ?   

Check out this link - It is exactly what we need in our revamped downtown !! 
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http://www.churchstmarketplace.com/ 

22. Right now the downtown caters to only a portion of the demographics.  It does not have a busy 

appearance, especially during the week.  Make it a destination like the village at blue has done.  Street 

art, buskers, what ever it takes to get people downtown...and fix the discrepencies in the landscaping!! 

29. There needs to be greater variety and street excitement. 

30. Develop a program to make the area sustainable. 

34. Collingwood certainly is a great place to grow up and live - we all know that, but there are a few things 

that we can still improve upon. Speed up construction at Hume and Hurontario, get rid of after-hours 

parking fees, continue to constantly improve the look and feel of downtown. (Orangeville has a very 

simiilar main street to Collingwood's. Look to them for inspiration - fountains, greenscape, etc.) 

37. I have lived here my whole life and would like to see more things for kids to do. They need activities. 

44. park benches on streets should face the street, not the store - people want to watch the traffic and 

people, not a storefront. should have more seating opportunities. should host more street events that 

attract people downtown. should be a more obvious and friendly link to the waters edge.should have an 

aggressive, positive marketing plan with activities similar to the Blue Mountain Village association. with 

BMVA you actuall feel as if they want your company and money. right now, downtown cwood seems as 

if collectively they dont care and are comfortable doing business as usual ... which really could do with 

improving. 

47. Downtown is very attractive. Missing a huge market with tourists, buses from Blue Mtn resort for 

tourists and staff who work there. 

52. Loitering is really a problem particularily in front of the Arlington Bldg. but I have no suggestion 

regarding a solution. Perhaps a park but I doubt if they would go there 

57. Many business have fine attractive storefronts with good window displays and attractive and functional 

interiors until the back third of the store where things are junky. In the back of the store where there 

should be access from back parking lots there are locked doors, garbage, poor pavement and general 

disarray. Rear access from back lots are not a priority for many businesses. 

There are far too feww pass-through lanes from the back parking to the main street. 

For many places the fronts are really nice up to the ten foot level. Above that, the paint is peeling and 

the brick less than pristeen. The windows in the old apartments are in poor shape; often cracked and 

having rags for curtains. Buildings need to be 'kept' from top to bottom and the old living areas need to 

"look" neat instead of derilict. 

65. I think there are many opportunities for public art in Collingwood's downtown. 

81. In the questionnaire there is a question about the convenience of parking for cars, but no reference to 

convenience for people who wish to use public transit or cycle into the downtown area. 

http://www.churchstmarketplace.com/
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93. Like the idea of occasionally closing a block on a Saturday for pedestrian-only access. 

116. I rated community spirit as High because I was very impressed with the turn-out at our most recent 

Santa Claus parade.  Outstanding! 

Evening event + tree-lighting + fireworks.... brilliant planning. 

137. Great bus service 

160. stop closing roads for every event 

161. With all due respect, these surveys have been done many times over the last three decades and little 

ever seems to come from them because many business owners are, by their nature, independant and 

don't appear to want to align themselves for the sake of the greater good. Look at the politics in the BIA 

and between the BIA/Town for prime examples.  I have yet to see a single bold or dramatic change 

outside of beautification occur.  A pretty downtown is great but in the end, it's not enough to get people 

to go downtown.  The first thing you should do is choose a dozen vibrant downtowns and then go and 

analyze them - Huntsville, Elora, St. Jacobs, Niagara-On-The-Lake, Chatanooga Tennesee... most have 

lots of small stores with lots of product mix, giftware, unique boutiques,lots of trees, benches, cafes, 

walkability, architectural interest, etc.  The truth is that 22,000 people cannot support our downtown 

and the visitors are essential yet we do little to attract their attention.  I often here tourists say that our 

downtown is not worth visiting because it is boring - I think that is principally becasue we lack an 

interesting and diversified retail mix.  It needs to be more eclectic and varied.  We can't compete with 

big box stores so boutiques, even if a bit higher end in some cases, are the way to go.  Cheap goods can 

be found in the west end.  We also need to limit the square footage devoted to banks, financial planners 

and other services that are traditionally 9-5, geared to locals only and do nothing to make our downtown 

more interesting.  We also hear complaints about parking.  I don;t think we should be looking at free 

parking as it only drives mroe cars downtown which is not healthy - we need bodies.  Why not have a 

continual shuttle that circles the 5 blocks or so every ten minutes with a drop off in every block?  

Merchants could advertise on the trolley, there could be animation on it, music, buskers and fun stuff.  

Have it pick-up at parking lots off the main street and maybe even create a new lot just for that purpose.  

Lots of idea but in truth, limited motivation I think to do anything like this. 

169. Born and raised in Collingwood,I wish Collingwood was Collingwood again! Don't get so carried up in the 

please the tourist only game,think of us as well!Sometimes small and simple is best! 

174. get out of the way of progress - less red tape and more support from the Town!! listen to the creative 

ideas that come from engaging youth and community! 

175. DOG POOP BAGS NEEDED!!!!!!! near or on the parking metres.   

Like the music being played in the streets. 

Find it frustrating that we don't have the draw to downtown the way we should, this is an amazing town, 

we do all our Christmas shopping here, but sometimes the merchants don't have what we need.  Our 

town should be busy downtown with "out side money" coming in!!  It is a gorgeous town, and the ppl 

that do live here love it here! 
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APPENDIX D - BUSINESS MIX/CLIMATE 

The following is taken from the Collingwood Resident Survey. Comments include; vacant space, new facilities, events 

and business mix. 

(Comments are candid and have not been interpreted in anyway) 

 

What NEW types of events, activities or facilities would you like to find in Collingwood’s downtown? 

# Response 

2. Maybe use the ugly old bingo building for a learning or how to building where people can have a night 

out. 

13. free child activity ctr 

20. 4 season farmers market 

21. Family oriented 

44. small business incubater 

61. Places that you could rent space to hold functions. i.e. workshops, business meetings 

85. Year round market 

136. drop-in sheltered space/soup kitchen 

161. something for the kids 
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200. focus on supporting new/small businesses 

 

What do you feel is most important to improve in Collingwood's downtown?   

# Response 

1. Put Stores in the exisitng empty spaces that are going to be more used by locals and have a universal use 

for everyone that lives here. 

4. fill in the empty stores!!! 

6. Storefront/office appearances 

Less stringent parking rules 

Discouraging low-end merchant establishments 

Greater orientation to culture 

Incentives for good restaurants 

8. Keeping the banks, arena and restaurants we have plus more shows/plays at the Gayety theatre. Parking 

should be free on Hurontario St - with the 2 hour limit - and free everywhere downtown after 6pm and 

on Sunday. The new lighting is not bright enough at night. Cyclists are still riding on the sidewalks of 

Hurontario St and aren't courteous to pedestrians. The canned music isn't necessary - except during Elvis 

Festival and perhaps some Christmas music in December. In general I love the downtown exactly the 

way it is and wish council and the BIA would quit making changes and strive to maintain it as is. 

15. Clean up and stage the vacant store fronts. Dress up the vacant store fronts with with pictures of 

collingwood or stage the windows with historical things or cultural items or seasonal decor until they are 

leased. 

21. Attract new businesses to fill the empty storefront.  Also, I don't believe that paid parking should be 

enforced as this greatly discourages people from shopping downtown. 

23. change some of the local business--I want to see new trends, selection and innovation. change the 

attitude of the local business--I find some of them rude and intimidating, maybe because they're the 

owners,they think they can treat you the way you deserve---a very personal experience.  

Need to embellish the other side of Hurontario St. to Poplar Rd. You can't find anything attractive 

there=old roads, no signs,no flower boxes, neither a bench or green area. 

Need business and services, a small park or plaza. 

26. The variety of stores.  Many seem to cater to only tourists. 

73. It is disenheartening to see the number of vacant stores on the streetfront...but at the same time the 

stores that do exist don't provide the services or products that I am looking for. I prefer to leave 

Collingwood to do my shopping as I find it to be a homogenous, white bread environment that is 

rampant with nepotism and not open to change.  The town is full of restaurants but they are all the 

same. There are lots of specialty shops with good products, but I can get the same thing elsewhere at a 
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significantly lower cost. I would better support the local businesses if their services met my needs. 

74. All "ages" welcome. 

More "hip"  

Get rid of the "musac" its too geared to one age group.  

trendier shops... with off main street commercial area for lower priced "fun" clothing.  

miss shops such as the "bull frog"  

make the sidewalk more meandering..it looks like a racing sidewalk at the moment.  

this is not a "what" but its like we roll up the sidewalks after 6PM.  

77. Make it appealing for new businesses to come into town and fill up the vacant store fronts.  Make it also 

more attractive for individuals to shop locally. 

82. Giving those store fronts that have not had a facelift some sort of incentive to do so; revisiting the 2 hrs 

free parking or finding a way for stores to validate an hour free parking with a purchase. 

86. Better  discretion as to who can occupy space on the main street. Remove the Treasure Tails, dog 

bather, nail salon type shops etc. from the main street ... very tacky. 

 

Quit fighting over Admiral Collingwod for heaven's sake - we have looked at that hole long enough!!!!!!! 

91. More middle road restaurants.  Too many roadhouse style and too many very upscale. 

102. I would like to see the Hurontario entrance to the arena relocated and parking for hockey etc rerouted 

to the back lot. The downtown is beautiful but has a sterile feeling. Anything that puts some life and 

animation into it would be an improvement. I also feel that closing off portions at certain times to 

pedestrian traffic would be good and would get the many and dangerous bicycles off of the sidewalks. 

(Would like to see enforcement of the bicycle bylaw improved. Carolling, performance art, food that can 

be purchased without sitting down and all year around, contests that require participation such as local 

artists creating street art, local artisans doing the ice sculptures over a weekend rather than putting up a 

display brought in from elsewhere. Anything that requires local participation in the creation as oposed 

to a display provided already done. 

107. To maintain our facades 

113. fix up the heritage bldgs- many need sandblasting, painting, repair etc. they look tired and done for the 

most part. clean the gum off the new $8 million sidewalks, and clean up graffitti right away! also fill in 

that bloody eyesore on hume/hurontario streets!! 

119. The Back Alleys and parking lots are often Dump Zones for stores and should be cleaned up a little. 

127. More customers will help make more stores successful and for that you need housing ... so don't block 

higher rise housing in the area. 

129. fill all open stores with other high end shops 

131. Get businesses in to the empty stores.  

The stores that are empty are left to look very unattractive in our beautiful downtown. 
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136. Paid parking should only be during peak times - not 24/7 

141. Improve bingo hall 

142. Fill vacant stores 

143. Affordability. Too expensive to run businesses, too expensive to shop @ businesses  

Local vendors. Small shops run on need 

144. Retail stores with a little more competitive pricing 

157. Cheaper rent, longevity of businesses 

158. Price and selection 

Parking accessibility 

159. Keep affordable for locals 

160. More staff for kids to do 

Family restaurants - geared for birthday parties (play arcade games and then eat etc.) 

166. Consistant look of buildings. Improve empty/shut buildings - get them occupied. Complete Admiral hole 

project. 

174. -RETAINING BUSINESSES THAT LOCALS CAN AFFORD 

-ENCOURAGE ACTIVE TRANSPORATION (MORE BIKE RACKS AND AREAS TO FOR SENIORS TO SIT AND 

REST... I REALIZE THIS LEADS TO FOLKS LOITERING THOUGH) 

-INCREASE GREEN SPACE (ESP. TREES FOR SHADE)AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE 

-WATER FOUNTAINS AT A LOWER HEIGHT FOR DOGS 

-LOWER THE COST TO ENTER A BOOTH IN THE COLLINGWOOD FARMER'S MARKET OR PROVIDE SOME 

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS TO IT 

-ABSOLUTELY SWITCH FROM ROCK SALT TO AN ENVIRO-MELT!!! 

-ENCOURAGE STORE OWNERS TO FIX-UP THE BACKENDS OF THEIR BUILDINGS... PRETTY TRASHY 

LOOKING FROM STE. MARIE STREET 

179. Renovate/improve the area where The Door is so it looks more welcoming. 

185. A good selection of businesses that are fiancially viable.  There has consistently been too many stores 

opening that are not financially viable in a town of this size hence the high failure rate. 

195. get rid of the vacancies and charge a reasonable amount of rent. 

222. It is imperative that vacant storefronts and rental premises are maintained - eg. the old bingo hall, the 

little red hen - the tiles on the front of the buildings have been broken for at least 10 years. there is no 

excuse for that. all the millions spent on the downtown and storefronts show neglect and aft times 

garbage and debris accumulates 

225. 1.  Merchants who actually do not look down their noses at you when you walk into their store.  I was 

going to purchase a sweater recently at a downtown shop, but was met with the most appalling 

snobbery, (perhaps because I was in my 'work clothing') that I turned on my heel and left.  No sale for 

them that day from me!  I spent my money in Barrie where EVERYONE is trying to earn your business.   
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2.  Prices!  The boutiques on our main street have outlandish prices, often, and then they wonder why 

people go out of town to shop for the VERY SAME ITEMS. 

3.  It was incredible to me that the same merchants who have complained year after year about the 

Christmas Parade impacting their business in a negative way, couldn't be bother to stay open that 

evening to perhaps entice some shoppers into their stores.  OPEN LONGER HOURS. 

 

231. Keep stores OPEN - tooo many closures. Store price point especialy on budgets. keep warmth of 

downtown 

239. make the Shipyard people fill in the holes and grass it over if they arent going to build right away. it is 

just as bad or worse than the hole at Hurontario and Hume. 

240. repair vacant buildings then occupy 

260. a quality inn or small hotel,  

Vacancy rate 

Pedestrian friendly ... Ei. Real, functioning Crosswalks on the brick crossings 

Parking concerns refer mainly to the angle of parking spaces on Hurontario, visibility is poor, making 

backing out dangerous 

 

262. Variety of stores. We need name brand clothing stores at reasonable prices. 

266. To demo the old hotel located at the base of Hurontario Street and 1st. 

268. Build the Admiral building, increase population density in / near downtown to keep businesses 

supported, increase restaurants & cafes.  Keep downtown alive! 

270. 1. Increasing the number of people living downtown. 

2. Avoiding empty stores 

272. fill in the vacant stores and to lessen the cost of downtown fees so its affordable for store owners 

273. Deal with the parking - give us a community 'place - park - square" downtown so events are all focused 

and people always know where to go! 

281. a little parkette - covered. more seating for people to sit, rest chat, fresh air, sade to watch the world go 

by. not a restaurant - just a place to meet friends and make new ones (no membership fees!) without 

having to buy something to sit together! 

282. cars between 1st and 3rd or 4th St. with improved accomodation for bikes / scooters / walker use 

parking in this area 

284. make it better for adults and young adults to go and hangout and shop, having it more for older people 

or married couples isn't fair to the number of kids and teenagers who live here. 

286. more variety for stores and other services 

287. More variety of products and stores 
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288. THE EXPENSIVE PRICES! CANNOT AFFORD THEM. 

289. Diversity of stores 

What would you consider the most important priority for Downtown Collingwood?  

# Response 

2. filling the vacant stores 

3. Type of stores in the core 

4. filling the empty stores! 

5. Forget trying to be all things to all people. Fringe area box stores are a reality. Demographics in 

Collingwood are far from what they were 5-10 years ago. Vibrant downtown areas are more likely to 

appeal to a higher-end socio-economic resident. 

6. Continue with cleanliness, space and variety of events, services and shops. 

9. Parking meters and angle parking. 

Do up the Gayety Theatre, it's a mess.  Have more cultural activities available for the community, not 

just art shows. 

10. Promotion of current inventory of stores and products offered. 

12. continuing with the Farmer's Markets 

14. We go to the mountain for entertainment and food.  There are only a few good resturants downtown, 

But I understand Downtown is a difficult place to open a good resturant if you don't have the customer 

base.  Better festivals and more live entertainment.  Busker fest? 

15. variety in stores 

17. Encouraging new businesses to open downtown in vacant stores. Customer retention is crucial as well. 

20. Maintaining the businesses that are currently downtown and attracting more to fill the empty stores.  

Having empty windows does not look well on the town or its ability to support its downtown businesses. 

21. encourage business and be open for business. Relax the historical guidelines allow the admiral to be 

built 

22. a variety of business. There're poverty in Collingwood too--Bring new business and services to satisfy the 

needs of the community--no for a specific group of people. 

 

26. At present there are too many empty stores.  Do we really need more retail space being built in the 

core? 

27. Fill in the empty businesses 

random sketchy people hanging around downtown - scary 
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fixing up the side streets 

28. Extended shopping hours through the week.  It has become a tourist town and the tourists need a place 

to shop at night when they are done their day trips !! 

29. Maybe a few organized collaborative sale days where all the shops do a blitz would help people to see 

what is actually available in stores downtown. 

30. A central public meeting place 

38. more different retail and restaurants 

40. Filling the empty stores and fixing some of the seedier store fronts.  Some of the storefronts and 

windows are beautiful while others definitely could use some sprucing up. 

44. keep it clean, up to date but retain the old atmosphere 

45. Fill in empty stores and promote specialty shops with good prices. 

46. Updated store fronts and signage (some look junky) - should be more quaint, get rid of graffiti (lots!) and 

get the empty stores rented!!!!!!  More restaurants? 

48. fill empty stores 

53. There are several empty stores.  A priority would be to put in businesses which cater to the average 

income consumer. 

54. attract businesses - too many empty stores 

59. Keep up what you are doing.  It is a very attractive setting to come to, always lots going on. Some of the 

stores need to work  on their customer service -not all.  However enough to warrant that it is a needed 

area of improvement.  Several don't acknowledge you until you are leaving. Not very welcoming. 

60. activities for youth 

63. Keep up with a variety of events that encourage residents to come into downtown - catering to families, 

seniors, etc.  Seniors day is great.  However, for families - parents don't often bring their kids into town 

as there aren't that many stores that cater to families (other than Minds Alive). 

65. Keeping Eddie bush arena open so the downtown core looks and feels busy. 

66. Getting affordable stores to meet the wage expectations of locals not tourists 

69. Keep the storefronts active and full, find a creative way for the local businesses to market their products 

(i.e. street sales/markets) 

70. Atractions for all ages.  To be more sustainable we need to appeal to all age groups.  The downtown is 

getting a little "old". We only appeal to the tourist.  Some of us live here all year round. The historical 

colours need to be broadend so that its not so dark and gloomy looking. But fun and colourful and 

happy. 

71. store hours to attract local shoppers after work. Everything closes at 5:00!! 
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75. Attract more quality merchants and resturaunts! 

78. Attracting additional businesses to fill the ever growing number of vacancies. 

80. ensure all stores are leased - it is not attractive having empty stores 

81. Ensure all stores are occupied with a wide variety of goods & services - better price points. Maintain a 

certain standard of quality. 

 

Better utilization fo the waterfront - there should be shops, restos, cafes etc. along the waterfront so 

that residents and visitors can enjoy the view. There is not 1 resto/cafe on the water .. what a shame 

82. Create more events and atmosphere to bring people into the Downtown district. 

86. connection to the village ay blue 

87. Get more affordable stores. 

92. support family businesses 

93. Bypass to Blue Mountain and points west.  

I also think the market might sustain a store like Winners or Target. There are a lot of people with a lot 

of money here on weekends, with time to shop (although spring/fall would be slower) 

95. Maintain the beauty of the area that will attract more merchants 

104. to maintain our heritage look or build to look like it belongs 

105. proper and direct promotion, knowing where & how much 

106. Fillimg the empty stores with viable businesses 

109. A roofover so you can shop in all weather!. 

110. Preserve heritage, promote tourism while respecting local shoppers 

116. What ever is done should have an enviromental impact in mind. We should be leaders in greening our 

town, community Gardens, suporting local products and services as well as food. 

118. Lets get people spending more time in the DOwntown.  Program more events there.  The Town needs to 

create some public spaces to be used for gathering space to make the downtown more vibrant.  Draw 

people downtown and the businesses will thrive. 

120. To fill the empty stores. 

121. keep it relevant  

do not over intensify 

quaint is good 

123. important to restore and maintain downtown buildings - they are one of the prime reasons for the 

general appeal of the area 
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125. supporting bussinesses so they can afford to stay in bussiness - attracting local residents with affodable 

shopping as many feel the stores are mainly for wealthy visitors. 

126. extend the shopping hours to evenings 

127. A weekly advertising feature in the local paper which highlights "sale" products at downtown merchants. 

129. waterfront development 

130. Keeping people on the street; the downtown already serves as a quite attractive community asset. The 

most important thing is to ensure that the shops are as variant as the demographic that uses them. 

There should be more shops that cater to youth and to young adults, without deterring from the 

attraction of the downtown for the retirement community, whom potentially have the most opportunity 

for using the space (general operating times etc.). If a variety of uses were available for different age 

groups, the downtown could become the life of Collingwood, as it should be.  If some services could be 

located in the downtown district and cater to after-5pm patrons, then people would always have a 

reason to be in the area.  Perhaps a pedestrian street along pine street that provided a variety of unique 

of reteraunts, lounges, or bars, etc., could be a way to have 24 hour persence on the streets, giving life 

to the  downtown area. 

132. Making rent affordable to business owners so they do not have to have such high prices and could stay 

in one location for a long time. 

133. Getting every storefront filled! 

134. - Repair building facades, storefronts and windows 

-Town responsible if owner defaults/declines. Tax lien to recover $ 

135. Fill vacant storefronts - some have been empty for years. Perhaps the owners of such properties should 

be persuaded to "decorate" the empty windows or at least cover them properly with displays. 

136. Keep rents reasonable so stores can stay in business 

141. Develop an entertainment district feel to attract locals and visitors 

143. Filling vacancies 

144. Localizing and empowering locals (Store 54 = fantastic) 

145. Retail stores with a little more competitive pricing. Mens/womens clothing and shoes 

146. Remove parking costs. Open hours and venue promotions - always be promoting a "wow factor." 

150. Keep it clean 

155. Advertising the variety and choices that are available.  If people don't go downtown, they don't really 

know what's available there.  Promotion and publicity. 

156. Customer service - keep up the positive customer service 

161. Viable businesses - parking for staff and clients 
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168. Come back to the less affluent people of Collingwood. I sometimes think that the downtown businesses 

and 'leaders' forget that this town is no longer the bustling place it used to be. We have very little or no 

industry to speak of which means that those of us who choose to remain with our small town roots have 

little choice but to work in the service industry which pays just barely above MINIMUM wage. That does 

not leave a lot of money to spend freely and certainly not in our downtown. Giant Tiger was a great 

asset to the area and will maybe spark more interest. 

169. Continue with the beautiful streetscaping in the downtown. Set up incentive program to decorate and 

fill vacant storefronts. 

170. ATTRACTING AFFORDABLE, UNIQUE SHOPS AND RESTAURANTS... 

171. TO SUCCEED, THE DOWNTOWN CORE NEEDS PEOPLE (CUSTOMERS)! BRING PEOPLE INTO THE 

DOWNTOWN CORE. BUILD THE ADMIRAL COLLINGWOOD BUILDING. IMPROVE BIKE PATHS INTO THE 

DOWNTOWN CORE (RIGHT DOWNTOWN). SET UP PARKING AREAS FOR BIKES. IMPROVE AUTO 

PARKING. IT IS SO EASY TO GET INTO CTC, WALMART, HOME DEPOT, ETC., AND PARK FREE, WHY 

WOULD YOU DRIVE DOWNTOWN, STRUGGLE TO FIND A PARKING SPOT AND PAY? 

172. Filling the downtown with shops 

173. Ensure that new businesses are within the average budget 

174. The town including the business owners must agressively market their services 

175. Community theatre 

177. More stores 

178. Keeping storefronts full, keeping things fresh... and delivering on a unique customer experience that will 

keep people out of wal-mart! 

 

180. Attracting new business... while also helping existing businesses to succeed. 

182. clean up the vadalism 

183. to preserve the heritage character of collingwood's downtown. 

190. I think the priority should be on providing shops that have affordable products i.e. shoes for under $100 

per pair; larger sizes for large and tall people that don't cost 2 weeks wages 

193. need more selection in stores and some bigger brands, a boook store etc... 

194. Fill the empty stores with unique retail, let the chain stores locate at the mall. 

195. more affordable stores 

197. Reasonable rent for merchants so that storefronts are not empty. 

198. late shops- evening events- family focus 

cater to the locals who sustain the town all year not the tourist- all clothing shops and furniture places 
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are for the affluent- maintream families go to barrie! we also go to barrie to eat- 

199. Find community events, beyond Elvis, which actually engage the town, close main street, make it 

pedestrian, get some pubs and night life going, make the community open, and make the harbour part 

of it.  Such a shame to see those condos go up, so much potentail to involve the water front in the 

downtown. 

203. Please try and keep products/services affordable for town residents living on very modest incomes! 

204. Look after your clients - make them feel welcome! 

205. Parking/Customer service 

206. Open 

208. attract more people downtown - offer activities, places for people to linger WE NEED A 

CONFERENCE/ART/YOUTH CENTRE!! 

209. Fill the empty stores.  Have a person to work with landlords to fill their locations. 

211. maybe a bus to the mountain 

214. Stores open more hours and more snow removal for seniors in the winter. 

217. Bike lanes and places to park bikes!!! 

222. ban smoking and loitering / to many people in downtown core near town hall that don't do anything but 

sit on the benches smoke and hang out 

227. keep the streets clean 

228. keep downtown attractive - add store selections (quality but not too high end) add a cafe, remove paid 

parking 

229. making it more youth friendly - simple as a hello 

231. to maintain historical beauty and not allow high rise buildings 

233. keep the stores from closing - not too have too many empty locations - hepl people set upbusiness that 

we can use here 

236. Maybe the rents could be lowered so more stores / apartments could be available/used 

240. Provide good value for money to the merchants and promote merchants to have more open/inviting 

store fronts.  Also to attract and retain good quality/variety of merchants. 

241. A far more interesting retail mix with a number of smaller stores to make it interesting to want to go 

downtown 

244. more community events that do not cost a lot of money, not the same "small town" feeling there used 

to be, Meaford has more events in their downtown that brings out the whole town 

245. Street wide sales 
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246. Make the vacant stores more appealing to potential leasees 

247. Fill the vacant storefronts 

248. ADVERTISE   ADVERTISE  ADVERTISE  - we are one of the best kept secrets in Ontario.  Blow your own 

horn!!!!!!!!! 

249. Reasonable clothing stores, shoes unique but priced for all 

252. Get together! Open the same hours.Have ongoing promotions that will attract people to your 

stores.Entertainment for the average citizen, something new!If the arena leaves the downtown area,just 

think about the people that will take from visiting the downtown.Get together!!! 

254. well groomed and mannered staff 

255. Get the Admiral building built - increase population density. 

256. More professional offices, so that the people working in them can walk to coffee shops, lunch places, 

run errands etc. This will bring more regular year round foot traffic to Hurontario St., and the side 

streets. 

260. collaboaration - realize that our downtown WILL die in we dont start doing things differently! stop 

catering to the rich 

261. Affordable and variety of retailers 

262. Making sure you cater to the local market as well as the tourist market.  Selection is okay but prices are 

too high. 

263. Zero vacancy rate 

268. improved energy and atmosphere with outdoor cafes, buskers that includes "welcomers" sale vendors 

from stores on street 

270. making more youth based stores, making sure theres lots of secruity and that the town is safe 

If you have any other comments regarding Collingwood's downtown, please list them below:  

# Response 

1. A lot of the services that are down town are not geared to the locals.  The downtown does look nice 

which reflects well on collingwood but i tend to avoid going down there as all the shops are extremely 

high priced compared to other places i could go and get the same item. 

2. A park area on hurontario street for activities would be nice.  

 

please stop doing things for the tourists.... what about focusing on the people who live here for a 

change. 

3. why are the benches facing the wrong way? And if all things are equal - why is there not a planter in the 

middle block like the other two? 
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4. Downtown is quite trendy and may not always have reasonable prices or availability of electronics or 

computer related devices etc. 

9. increased police foot patrols to keep unruly kids quiet and non disruptive at night 

12. Better signage for the Museum and Library. 

18. I would like to see a "market lane" on a 1 or 2 block radius downtown.  Have you ever been to the 

Church Street Market in Burlington, Vermont ?   

Check out this link - It is exactly what we need in our revamped downtown !! 

 

http://www.churchstmarketplace.com/ 

21. There is no Community spirit: There's the locals, the retireries, cottagers and the tourists. The locals are 

living in a resort community with low income jobs - they don't spend much because they simply don't 

have much disposable income. Retireries come from the city, new to the area, may want to get involved 

depending on their health condition. Cottagers don't care. They bring heir own entertainment, guests 

and stuff to the cottage. For the most part they do not want to mingle with locals, or attend their 

events, read their newpaper or listen to their radio. They have 2days/week and will make the most of it. 

Their shopping spots: LCBO & Loblaws. Walmart if they need paper towels. Tourists - are hardly ever 

seen in the downtown core. For the most part, they will stay in and around the Village at Blue and will 

not venture out as far as Downtown Collingwood. 

22. Right now the downtown caters to only a portion of the demographics.  It does not have a busy 

appearance, especially during the week.  Make it a destination like the village at blue has done.  Street 

art, buskers, what ever it takes to get people downtown...and fix the discrepencies in the landscaping!! 

25. I feel that there are sections of the main street that are more attractive than others and thus have more 

of a pull to the more northerly part of the main street.  I'm hoping that once the Admiral building is 

finished the south end will be more attractive and will be more of a draw.  

I would like to see some restaurants that are open in the evening on the main street to make it look 

more lively and interesting especially with a patio in the summer. 

 

26. Attract full-time jobs that pay more than minimum wage to town and maybe more people from the area 

could afford to shop downtown. 

27. Absolutely loved the Thanksgiving and Halloween decorations. Large sidewalks and street benches really 

promote strolling down Hurontonia. The summer market was nice. Paying for parking every time we 

need to go to the dentist or pick up the slightest thing is unappealing. 

28. Ceratin areas of Collingwood downtown are sketchy though overall it's safe. It more people shopped 

and lived downtown, the core would certainly benefit. 

29. There needs to be greater variety and street excitement. 

31. Collingwood's main street is beautiful.  The people who live here say this and the tourists love it.  Let's 

improve it with stores that will attract the locals and keep the dollars in town. 
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33. The downtown has a self-centred, drive-thru mindset. Drive by...park your car out front just long enough 

to by something from me...and move on. The downtown has to become focused on creating itself as a 

destination where people come to spend the day or a good part of it. The downtown needs to be open 

for business in the evening, after supper. Shops have to more transparent. Interiors are dark and 

intimidating. This is a space-design, architectural issue that needs addressing. 

34. Collingwood certainly is a great place to grow up and live - we all know that, but there are a few things 

that we can still improve upon. Speed up construction at Hume and Hurontario, get rid of after-hours 

parking fees, continue to constantly improve the look and feel of downtown. (Orangeville has a very 

simiilar main street to Collingwood's. Look to them for inspiration - fountains, greenscape, etc.) 

36. You have done well in improving the downtown area.  I love the sidewalks and the accessibility issues 

you have considered at your corners. Very pedestrian friendly. I am glad several of the cafes have gone 

back to in front of their businesses rather than out on the curb.  I feel it is safer for the clientele and 

staff.  I only reside temporarily but wonder if the downtown isn't pricing itself out of the market for the 

residents as you seem to be going after the tourist dollar and prices are noticeably higher.  This is 

especially true in the groceries in the total area, not just the downtown. Finding that balance should be a 

goal. 

42. Visitors always remark at the appearance and thehighlevel of service 

44. park benches on streets should face the street, not the store - people want to watch the traffic and 

people, not a storefront. should have more seating opportunities. should host more street events that 

attract people downtown. should be a more obvious and friendly link to the waters edge.should have an 

aggressive, positive marketing plan with activities similar to the Blue Mountain Village association. with 

BMVA you actuall feel as if they want your company and money. right now, downtown cwood seems as 

if collectively they dont care and are comfortable doing business as usual ... which really could do with 

improving. 

45. It is difficult to come up with a marketing strategy to fit a seasonal community year-round. But those 

that drive through the town without stopping (and there are alot of them) do so for a reason. 
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46. We need to breath new life into Collingwood and unfortunately that means main street and the 

historical district.  The historical district attracts the tourist. We need to appeal to diversity that will 

make us sustainable. We need to design with Architectural Design Old-New Relationship as well as our 

stores, services etc.  

 

I believe that the development at the corner of Hume and Hurontario will bring breath new life to 

Hurontario Street and Collingwod. And MONEY! Rich professionals with a different look on life.  

 

The money that buys into the condo's will enable the commercial district to stay open longer and enjoy 

more money in downtown stores, banks and restaurants.  The building will have a sense of Architectural 

Design Old-New Relationship. 

 

Collingwood has embraced "histaria" enough.  Keep the historical buildings and let some new refreshing 

architectual statements go up.  We need to stay current and fresh to attract some new blood to 

Collingwood. Otherwise we will keep dying. A MIX IS SUSTAINABLE!.  If we only appeal to one sector we 

will stay the same and not remain healthy.    

 

 

47. Downtown is very attractive. Missing a huge market with tourists, buses from Blue Mtn resort for 

tourists and staff who work there. 

49. I am concerned about the increasing number of empty stores that are appearing on the main street.  

What is the cause of their demise? High rents? Wrong type of business? Poor planning? Competition 

from the west end box stores? 

51. history of Colliingwood 

attractive buildings 

52. Loitering is really a problem particularily in front of the Arlington Bldg. but I have no suggestion 

regarding a solution. Perhaps a park but I doubt if they would go there 

53. it's a vibrant, welcoming place 

54. We find Collingwood a very expensive community in which to live especially the taxes and utilities. 

When the housing market improves we will likely move to another community. We would never retire in 

this community. 

 

On a positive note, Hurontario is one of the most attractive main street visually that we know and the 

town should be proud that it has maintained its heritage buildings. We also enjoy several of the 

restaurants, which we visit frequently. 

 

We use the waterfront often for walking our dog and the path system is excellent. 

 

We rarely shop downtown due to pricing and variety. We prefer to go to the large shopping facilities in 

Toronto and Barrie, which are much more competitive and offer a much better seelction. 
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We need a Winners and Home Sense!!!!!!!!!!!! 

55. Operating hours (opening and closing)of stores in the Downtown be the same. 

56. Downtown decorations are great at all times of the year. 

57. Many business have fine attractive storefronts with good window displays and attractive and functional 

interiors until the back third of the store where things are junky. In the back of the store where there 

should be access from back parking lots there are locked doors, garbage, poor pavement and general 

disarray. Rear access from back lots are not a priority for many businesses. 

There are far too feww pass-through lanes from the back parking to the main street. 

 

For many places the fronts are really nice up to the ten foot level. Above that, the paint is peeling and 

the brick less than pristeen. The windows in the old apartments are in poor shape; often cracked and 

having rags for curtains. Buildings need to be 'kept' from top to bottom and the old living areas need to 

"look" neat instead of derilict. 

60. some how have to encourage business to come back to downtown.. the empty stores are discouraging 

Perhaps  have a centre where young parents can take the little ones to let off steam .. play with other 

kids while parents shop 

61. Really enjoyed the Santa Claus Parade 

62. The merchants in downtown need to stop forcing everyone to have to drive through downtown in the 

hopes of sales. I think it does nothing but annoy potential customers. Have confidence that the 

downtown, its shops and restaurants will draw them in once they've unpacked their car. 

63. I love how the main street looks - the person doing the decorating is doing an excellent job and I like the 

lights on the light standards. 

65. I think there are many opportunities for public art in Collingwood's downtown. 

67. climbing over snow to get from one's car to the sidewalk is dangerous and difficult 

70. graffiti and vandalism under control but we still see it and I think it ruins the look and feel of the building 

its on. 

71. don't hesitate to open the town up more.  Wakestock is a good example of bringing people into town 

despite what negative occurances may 

happen.  overall it is good business for the town while its happening and in the future may bring more of 

those attending back to collinwood. 

72. Work out some link with Blue Mtn Village to get more tourists to come downtown and spend time and 

money. 

Get the incomplete building projects and boarded up hotels open and thriving. 

Everyone talks about the hole to the south of main st, but the 10 or more holes at the Shipyards to the 

north don't lok too great either. 
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73. I think Downtown Collingwood works awfully hard at its product and image.  Availability, in my view, is 

an issue. 

74. Don't let any buildings take away what little view we have left of Georgian Bay, and the Blue Mountains.. 

Those 2 are the REASONS we have tourists.. Skiing, jogging trails, and all water activities. 

76. I can't stress enough the hours - we all don't work downtown or in collingwood VERY frustrating. 

80. I love running and/or walking my dog downtown and do so several times/week in the spring, summer 

and fall. It's a great area to people watch and you can almost always run into someone you know. Nice 

friendly, small-town feel for the most part. HOwever, I must admit I completely avoid walking downtown 

in the winter due to the amount of salt put down on the sidewalks along Hurontario Street. I cannot 

walk my dog downtown because the amount of salt puts her paws in a great deal of pain. I know quite a 

number of other dog owners who feel the same way. The Town prides itself on sustainability and then 

dumps excessive amounts of salt all over the walkways. Sand is used in other parts of town and I don't 

understand why this cannot be used on the main street. I feel the downtown is losing potential business 

from the many dogowners in the community and tourists visiting. Please reconsider your standards in 

this regard. 

81. In the questionnaire there is a question about the convenience of parking for cars, but no reference to 

convenience for people who wish to use public transit or cycle into the downtown area. 

82. - the economy is impacting collingwood as it is most other small communities across the country 

- there needs to be a major focus on the town's future and the ways in which it can be supportive of 

residents by providing employment, identity and shared feeling of community 

- there is a need to see the 'old guard' meeting and discussion with new residents just what the 

community wants to be as it moves forward, how it will deal with change (positive and negative) and 

how it will continue to build together a strong sense of the community 

83. Attract more bars and restaurants that operate during the evening hours. 

84. You have created a beautiful inviting down town area.  Great job. 

87. Love jazz at the station, elvis and music festivals, Wakestock, art shows, gaslight theatre, 

Christmas/seasonal events 

92. It looks good for all the holidays 

93. Like the idea of occasionally closing a block on a Saturday for pedestrian-only access. 

94. Elvis does nothing for downtown. Get rid of it completely or move to another location. We need events 

that will bring "spenders" to downtown (ie. Christmas tree lighting with mid-night madness promotion) 

95. Improve farmer's market 

96. With 10 retailers gone from the main street and the crippling paralysis surrounding the admiral cwd. 

lake @hume and hurontario - not good.  

When the Eddie Bush arena comes to closing (after new dbl. rinks open @ rear of curling rink) then copy 

Huntsville Town Hall and theatre convention build. Look how they have totally revitalized their 

downtown.  
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So: 1)combine Collingwood townhall with rebuilt 105 Hurontario attached & arena attached. 2)use Eddie 

Bush arena space to be integrated with new reno. for theatre/convention etc. 3)Create a St. Lawrence 

market (TO) Granville Island type market place in 50-60% of current arena facing St. Marie street. 4)Build 

3 or 4 story econo (fee based) tied in with merchants, parking edifice behind the Arlington shops. All of 

the above integrated 2-3yr. Town Centre/Hub of activity (centre). 

Get on the visiting bus tour circuit. Attendance and exhibit at Motor Coach Association conventions 

(twice/year) where decisions are made about which towns to visit. 

105. Overall since moving here from Markham, Collingwood downtown core is great still vibrant, good 

restaurants, shops, etc. With some improvements and keeping the look consistent it will continue to 

grow. 

106. The sidewalk between Gabriel Photography and Ontario Street needs to be decluttered. Too much 

'stuff'!! 

 

I think more time should be spent thinking about what "present" and what people have now rather than 

on our "Heritage". By far the greater majority of this town want to stay in this town because of 'their' 

roots but to do that we have to allow the town to follow its natural course and not put up roadblocks for 

those that want to invest in our town and especially in the downtown area. 

108. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE CONSIDER USING AN ENVIRO SNOW MELT!  I AM ONE OF MANY PEOPLE THAT 

REFUSE TO WALK DOWNTOWN IN THE WINTER MONTHS B/C IT BURNS OUR DOGS' FEET!  WALKING 

TRAFFIC BRINGS HEAPS OF SHOPPERS DOWNTOWN (I FOR ONE) AND IT IS A REAL SHAME.  MOST OF MY 

VISITS TO THE DOWNTOWN CORE ARE ON WALKS WITH MY DOG... AND THERE ARE COUNTLESS TIMES 

THAT I HAVE SPENT MONEY B/C OF SEEING THINGS IN STORE WINDOWS.  HARDLY A DIME SPENT IN THE 

WINTER MONTHS. 

(NOT TO MENTION THE CLOSE PROXIMITY TO GEORGIAN BAY AND THE RUN-OFF THAT EFFECTIVELY 

ENDS UP THERE!) 

 

THANKS! 

109. BUS SERVICE SHOULD LINK DOWNTOWN COLLINGWOOD TO THE VILLAGE AT BLUE MOUNTAIN. THIS 

WOULD BRING TOURISTS AND CONDO OWNERS A CONVENIENT WAY TO SHOP IN TOWN, AND OTHERS, 

LIVING OR VISITING IN COLLINGWOOD, A CONVENIENT WAY TO THE MOUNTAIN. IT WOULD ALSO HELP 

STUDENTS TRAVEL TO THE MOUNTAIN AFTER SCHOOL. 

 

WITH THE IMPROVEMENTS OF HIGHWAY 26 TO THE EAST, THERE SHOULD BE A TRUCK ROUTE PAST 

COLLINGWOOD TO KEEP LARGE TRUCKS OUT OF THE DOWNTOWN CORE. THEY DO NOT HELP OUR 

LOCAL BUSINESSES AND THEY DO NOT ADD TO THE NEW ENVIRONMENT THAT WE HAVE BUILT. LARGE 

TRUCKS AND NOT STOPPING IN THE DOWNTOWN AREA...WHERE WOULD THEY PARK? THEY ARE JUST 

PASSING THROUGH, CONGESTING TRAFFIC. AND THEY ARE DANGEROUS. A MAJOR ACCIDENT WITH A 

TANKER OR OTHER LARGE TRUCK COULD BE A DISASTER. 

TALK TO YOUR FIRE CHIEF! 
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110. Make a bus route to Blue Mountain Resort for the working class. If Wasaga Beach and Collingwood can 

make a bus route to 9am-9pm August to December?? I do not understand why the Town of Collingwood 

and The Town of Blue Mountains cannot find an answer. Is it the cost of a bus? Is it the training of staff? 

Is it the gas? Is it the time in which the bus would run? 

112. Shop keepers and their employees require greater education and awareness regarding customer service. 

This is a huge opportunity for the business associations. Focus groups would reveal information that 

would be much more accurate than random surveys. 

114. Keep the arena downtown.  Closing this would be a mistake as the facility attracts locals and visitors 

seven days a week throughout the year.  Put parking metres back on the main street if you need to 

charge for parking.  It's easier.  Attract a couple of larger chain stores to go along with the boutique 

shops.  A chapters store for example would be a nice addition to the downtown.  A Staples would have 

been good downtown. 

115. New Stores and More Activitys 

116. I rated community spirit as High because I was very impressed with the turn-out at our most recent 

Santa Claus parade.  Outstanding! 

Evening event + tree-lighting + fireworks.... brilliant planning. 

117. There needs to be a unified approach to drawing people downtown starting with relatively consistent 

store hours so as to insure that if you go there, most stores will in all likelihood be open. Greater 

scrutiny needs to be undertaken re: the calibre of businesses that open up.  Some are fly-by-night 

enterprises that are doomed from the start and this reflects badly on the downtown when in fact that's 

not the problem. 

127. Community spirit would be higher if there were things happening to draw residents Downtown. 

128. I think that more activities like the Christmas parade and the lighting of the Christmas tree really brings 

spirit downtown.  Maybe the odd weekend between lst and 2nd street could be closed and have 

activities going on for both kids and adults. 

 

129. It is a beautiful downtown.  I would like to see it being used more.  It could be a dance, activities that will 

draw people.  If you have it they will come.  example Santa Clause Parade. 

131. Fill vacant stores?? 

133. Please demo Mountainview Hotel - build tiered parking and perhaps restaurant on top of parking 

building 
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134. Get rid of Mountainview Hotel stop debating about Admirals Collingwood project. The downtown area 

needs people. The hole in the ground is an eyesore - would rather look at an attractive well-planned 

building. 

140. I am very disappointed with the spirit of Collingwood Downtown Merchants. If they are not open, most 

are rude and offer terrible customer service. Some stores do not allow returns, exchanges or refunds. I 

have heard so many horror stories from people shopping downtown I never bother. Their prices are out 

of the sky, and if you purchase a gift certificate there is always the risk of it going out of business. 

Serious issues in downtown Collingwood and thank goodness someone is now trying to be proactive, 

however it maybe too late. 

144. it be nice to try and see some new stores come to the down town core for clothing "Lulu Lemon" 

 

145. -clothing stores in the downtown area are expensive therefore I shop in Barrie. 

-Lots of times when I want to access stores in Collingwood, they're already closed. 

-High turnover of small business in the downtown area due to expensive rents 

-I avoid downtown on Saturdays because of traffic congestion and difficulty in finding parking  

-I enjoyed shopping at Cotton Ginny, closed now 

-too many stores that are empty 

146. too much money went intoi downtown streetscape - dont like the curbs at intersections for right hand 

turns (bump outs) too much arguement over location of patios (if any). If there are far more and better 

paying jobs in the area then the downtown businesses will do better. Collingwood is not a good location 

for heavy industry. Tear down the concrete grain terminals; they are not a historical landmark; they are 

a health and safety hazzard; but, they should not be sold to a developer. Keep the harbour public when 

residential units are built at Hume and Hurontario - then the downtown businesses will do better - as 

well...when more residential and commercial is build at the waterfront - then the downtown businesses 

will do better (since they already have built some of the buildings). too many historical and heritage 

buildings have been lost already. Keep to the spirit of heriatge design, but be flexible...downtown cannot 

survive on just high end or upscale retail. 

147. a wonderful downtown to walk around with friends and visitors. More signs for business not on 

mainstreet. bring them in. unify store fronts to a point with signage 

148. Love how you decorate the seasons. im suprised the vandals havent destroyed them 

150. Collingwood's future is closely linked to its attractiveness as a retirement destination. Important to offer 

quality air (ethanol is a negative)Add educational opportunities, pleasant walk-able downtown area, 

good selection of goods at reasonable prices and places to meet. the library is a great asset 

151. Please - SAFE pathways up and down curbs. Sometimes I have to walk a long way in the coldwind behind 

parked cars on main street to find a safe path up and down the curb 

152. when we first moved to Collingwood we tried to support the businesses but the hassle of meters and 

the lack of reasonably priced clothing has caused us to shop elsewhere. we do walk through the 

downtown several times per week and we buy what we can and are able to carry home. the downtown 
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is very inviting except in front of Tim Horton's where at times you have to weave your way through the 

smokers and hold your breathe until you are well past them because of the smoke. 

157. a large fair one weekend (in the arena?) showcasing activities, clubs, services etc that are offered 

throughout Collingwood - in display booths) This can highlight downtown businesses as well as other 

local facilities such as sports, service clubs etc. It would bring people downtown if it was held at a large 

cebtral location such as the arena. It would be free. The booths could display information of interest to 

all levels from children to seniors. Its doubtful that many citizens are aware of all the many offerings and 

services that Collingwood has to offer. 

158. Its very disappointing that we dont have a significant post office building. 

Further Comments on the Downtown - i would like to see a survey put forward and results reported on 

the second floors above all businesses on the main street. This would demonstarte whether space is 

available or could be available for such things as apartments. At the present time, most of these areas 

indicate emptiness (bare windows - no cutains etc) Perhaps the areas could be used more productively 

and beautify the image of the Main street.  

I believe that the Hume / Hurontario project should be given the closest of scrutinies. All information 

should be above board and made public and given the closest of all scrutinies in order for people to 

make an informed and productive decision. 

 

159. too many empty stores 

160. stop closing roads for every event 

167. I love the music piped through the downtown and also the different themes that can sometimes be 

found on the streets or in the store windows at different times thoughout the year.  All in all I feel that a 

good job is being done to bring interest to the downtown core, but let's get on with it re the condos 

being built. 

168. the main street flower beds are a safey hazzard, people stumple over on them !!! 

169. Born and raised in Collingwood,I wish Collingwood was Collingwood again! Don't get so carried up in the 

please the tourist only game,think of us as well!Sometimes small and simple is best! 

171. I think the town and BIA is doing a great job of trying to keep the downtown vital and supporting local 

businesses. 

 

I loved the ice sculptures over the Christmas holidays. Overall, the town does a great job with holiday 

decorations. 

174. get out of the way of progress - less red tape and more support from the Town!! listen to the creative 

ideas that come from engaging youth and community! 

175. DOG POOP BAGS NEEDED!!!!!!! near or on the parking metres.   

 

Like the music being played in the streets. 
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Find it frustrating that we don't have the draw to downtown the way we should, this is an amazing town, 

we do all our Christmas shopping here, but sometimes the merchants don't have what we need.  Our 

town should be busy downtown with "out side money" coming in!!  It is a gorgeous town, and the ppl 

that do live here love it here! 

176. Collingwood's downtown is beautiful. You need to fill the vacant shops. The loss of Shoppers Drug was a 

significant blow to downtown. Someone needs to work with national retailers to attract them to the 

main street. Imagination is needed to create the physical space many national retailers need. You can't 

compete for retailers when their clients have to pay for parking. 

 

 

 


